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ABSTRACT 

The emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs) from human economy and social 

activity, such as burning of fossil fuel, cement industry, deforestation and so on, 

contribute to continuously increasing of GHGs, CO2 for example. The increased 

GHGs concentration leads to the energy imbalance at the top of atmosphere and heat 

cumulating within the earth climate system. Understanding the ocean‘s role in Earth‘s 

energy budget is fundamental to evaluate climate variability and change, including the 

rate of global warming and the recent 18-years‘ so-called Global Surface Warming 

Hiatus (GSWH). Progress has been made continuously on this topic: studies show that 

the GSWH is related to external forcing changes, internal variability induced by trade 

wind and wind-driven circulation adjustment with the resulting heat redistribution 

within the climate system, and the warming up in subsurface and deeper ocean. There 

are a wide range of opinions among climate scientists and no unanimous conclusion 

has been drawn about the mechanism of the global warming hiatus. In this dissertation, 

the spatio-temporal variations of the Ocean Heat Content (OHC) were investigated to 

reveal the physical mechanisms of the global warming hiatus and the regional climate 

response in East Asia.  

Firstly, methods were developed to estimate temperature anomaly for 

subsurface and deeper layer from sea surface parameters provided by remote sensing, 

to generate new data sets for decadal climate variability research. A Self-Organizing 

Map Neural Network (SOM) was developed from Argo gridded data sets in order to 

estimate subsurface temperature anomaly (STA) from remote sensing data. The SOM 



 xviii 

maps were trained using anomalies of sea surface temperature (SST), height (SSH) 

and salinity(SSS) data from Argo gridded monthly anomaly data sets, labeled with 

Argo STA data for 2005~2010 and then used to estimate the STAs at different depths 

in the North Atlantic from the sea surface data. The estimated STA maps and time 

series were compared with Argo STAs including independent data sets for validation. 

In the Gulf Stream Path areas, the STA estimations from the SOM algorithm show 

good agreement with in situ measurements taken from the surface down to 700m 

depth, with a correlation coefficient lager than 0.8. Sensitivity of the SOM, when 

including salinity shows that with SSS anomaly data in the SOM training process, 

reveal the importance of SSS information, which can improve the estimation of STA 

in the subtropical ocean by up to 30%. In subpolar basins, the monthly climatology 

SST and SSH can also help to improve the estimation by as much as 40%. STA time 

series for 1993~2004 in the mid-latitude North Atlantic were estimated from remote 

sensing SST and altimetry time series using the SOM algorithm. Limitations for the 

SOM algorithm and possible error sources in the estimation are briefly discussed.  

Secondly, OHC spatio-temporal variations were analyzed using the empirical 

orthogonal function analysis. A meridional dipole has dominated the variation of the 

ocean heat content in the upper layer, and the warming in the upper layer of the Indian 

Ocean has been in ―hiatus‖ since early 1980s. Further, a very new and sophisticated 

causal analysis method revealed that the warming in the southern subtropical Indian 

Ocean contributed to the pre-conditioning and warming in the southern and tropical 

Atlantic since 1980s and to the heat sequestration at the deeper layer in the Southern 

Ocean during the global surface warming hiatus period. In addition, zonal ocean heat 

content anomaly were found to shift westwards in a way that resembles Rossby wave, 
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with a period of about 30 years, and phase speed of 1.8-2.5 cm/s. It takes about 60 

years for the anomaly signal to travel from east Pacific to the Western Atlantic via the 

Indian Ocean. The redistribution of OHC in upper layer follows the surface branch of 

the Global Ocean Conveyor belt to travel westward from Pacific to the Atlantic via 

Indian Ocean. With an embedded atmospheric bridge linking the Atlantic SST with 

the Pacific trade winds, the global ocean and atmosphere forms a closed loop. This 

finding explains not only the occurrence of global warming hiatus, but also sheds light 

on the multi-decadal climate variability. 

Thirdly, the decadal variation of vertical OHC distribution and its impact on 

air-sea interaction in Western North Pacific were studied to reveal regional climate 

respond to global warming hiatus. The decadal variation of rapid intensification of 

Tropical Cyclones (TCs) in Western Northern Pacific were studied using TC best 

track datasets. The intensity and frequencies of intense TC peaked in 1960s, and have 

not increased in a global warming climate. Compared to previous tropical cyclone (TC) 

studies that focus on the frequency of rapid intensification (RI), a new index (RITC) is 

proposed to measure the RI-level for category 4-5 TCs (Saffir–Simpson scale) in the 

western North Pacific. RITC is the maximum increase in the sustained-wind-speed per 

24-hour during the lifetime of a TC. The results show that the PDO modulation of the 

interannual ENSO-RI relationship is better represented with the new RITC than with 

the RI number. The interannual relationship between ENSO and RITC is strong and 

statistical significant in warm PDO while not significant in cold PDO, mainly 

attributed to the variation of zonal wind speed. On decadal time scales, the PDO‘s 

modulations of ENSO‘s effects on RITC are mainly attributed to the variations of 
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upper ocean heat content and vertical wind shear. Our results have significant 

implications for the prediction of RI and long-term projections of major TC activity. 

In summary, OHC was used as tracer to study the decadal heat redistribution, 

horizontal and vertical, in Indian Ocean, Atlantic and Southern Ocean. Indian Ocean 

was found to be the accelerator for the global surface warming hiatus through 

supplying heat to the southern Atlantic Ocean. The redistribution of OHC in upper 

layer explains not only the global warming hiatus, but also the multi-decadal climate 

variability. The decadal variation in rapid intensification of intense TCs provides a 

better understanding of the decadal variation of the TC in Western North Pacific and a 

new perspective for the regional climate responding to the decadal variability of OHC 

under the changing climate. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

The human economy and social activity, such as burning of fossil fuel, cement 

industry, deforestation and so on, contribute to continuously increasing of greenhouse 

gases (GHGs), CO2 for example. The annual mean atmospheric concentration of CO2 

at Mauna Loa, Hawaii, increased from about 315ppm in 1960‘s to 396ppm in 2013 

(Fig 1.1, Keeling et al., 2001; IPCC, 2013). The greenhouse effect from these gases 

trapped more energy in the climate system, leading to global warming. Greenhouse 

gases contributed a global mean surface warming likely to be in the range of 0.5°C to 

1.3°C over the period 1951 to 2010. The global surface warming hiatus since 1998 

raises global societal interests and challenged the climate science community and the 

international policies regarding climate change. Ocean warming dominates the 

increase in energy stored in the climate system, accounting for more than 90% of the 

energy accumulated between 1971 and 2010 (Table 1; IPCC, 2013). Study of spatio-

temporal variability of the Ocean Heat Content (OHC, see section 1.2 for detailed 

definition and dynamic frameworks) will improve our understanding of the processes 

and mechanisms ocean response to the changing climate and the role ocean played in 

the climate system. In this study, OHC was used as a tracer to study the decadal heat 

redistribution, horizontal and vertical in global oceans, to reveal the physical 

mechanisms of the global warming hiatus and the regional climate response in East 

Asia. 
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Fig. 1.1 Atmospheric CO2 concentrations (ppm) derived from in situ air 

measurements monthly Mauna Loa CO2 concentrations in micro-mol CO2 per at 

Mauna Loa, Observatory, Hawaii: Latitude 19.5ºN Longitude 155.6ºW Elevation 

3397m, since 1958 (Keeling et al., 2001). 

 

1.1.1 Global warming hiatus and the internal decadal variability of climate 

system 

The warming rate of global surface temperature has stalled 0.05 degree/decade 

since 1998, compared to 0.12 degree/decade, since 1951 (Meehl et al., 2011; Kosaka 

and Xie, 2013). This is so called global warming hiatus (Fig 1.2). Why the global 

warming rate has been reduced for nearly 15 years when there is increasing GHGs? 

The mechanisms for this hiatus are not well understood yet. From the external forcing 

of earth climate system, solar activity decreases, volcano activity increases, water 

vapor increases in stratosphere (Solomon et al., 2010) and rapidly increase of aerosols 

concentration  in stratosphere and troposphere (Solomon et al., 2010; Kaufmann, et al., 

2011) are possible reasons for generating hiatus. On the other hand, the internal 

variability of the climate system is believed to play an important role in the climate 
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hiatus (Meehl et al., 2011; Kosaka and Xie, 2013；Trenberth and Fasullo, 2013; 

Balmaseda2013; England et al., 2014). 

For the internal variability, Wu et al. (2007) showed that the rapidity of the 

warming in the late twentieth century was a result of concurrence of a secular 

warming trend and the warming phase of a multidecadal (~65-year period) oscillatory 

variation (Fig 1.2). Up to one third of the late twentieth century warming could have 

been a consequence of natural variability, which is possibly linked to low frequency 

variations in the strength of the thermohaline circulation (Wu et al., 2011). In the 

recent decade, the variation of the surface temperature in the Pacific was in a cooling 

Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) phase. In the 20th century, another hiatus for global 

warming occurred in cooling phase PDO (Trenberth & Fasullo, 2013).  

The recent warming trend in the Atlantic Ocean sea surface temperature since 

the early 1990s and corresponding trans-basin displacement of the main atmosphere 

pressure centers were proposed to be the key drivers of the observed Walker 

circulation intensification (McGregor et al., 2014). The strengthening of the Pacific 

trade winds since the late 1990s caused the development of the cold tongue in the 

eastern Tropical Pacific, the sea level rise in western Pacific, and the subsurface 

warming by intensified shallow wind-driven circulation (England et al., 2014). The 

decadal cooling in Eastern Pacific has been identified as one of the contributors to the 

current hiatus in global surface warming (Kosaka & Xie, 2013). The enhanced tropical 

Indian Ocean warming in recent decades is reported to favor stronger trade wind in the 

western Pacific via the atmosphere and have contributed to the eastern Pacific cooling 

(with enhanced east-west Walker circulation) through the Pacific ocean-atmosphere 

interaction (Luo et al., 2012). These findings suggest that the global surface warming 
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has been partly offset by the Pacific climate response to enhanced warming in the 

Atlantic (McGregor et al., 2014) and Indian Oceans (Luo et al., 2012). 

 
Fig. 1.2 Time series of HadCRUT4 global surface temperature (GST) and decadal 

variation. (a) GST time series (gray), EEMD decomposed residual trend (red) and 

residual trend plus multi-decadal variation (blue). (b) Intrinsic mode functions No.8 

and No.9 from EEMD analysis (After Wu et al, 2007, 2011). 
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1.1.2 Upper and deep ocean warming during global warming hiatus period 

During the global warming period, over 90% of the trapped heat by GHGs was 

absorbed by the ocean (Table 1.1; Bindoff et al., 2007; Church et al., 2011; IPCC, 

2013), which make the temperature of water column of upper ocean increase and 

thermal expansion (Domingues et al., 2008; Ishii and Kimoto, 2009; Lyman et al., 

2010; Levitus et al., 2009, 2012; Sloyan et al., 2013), hence lead to the uprising of the 

global sea level(Antonov et al., 2005; Domingues et al., 2008; Church et al., 2011; 

Hanna et al., 2013; Held, 2013). During the hiatus period, the deeper ocean is found to 

have more heat than non-hiatus period, about 30-35% of the heat absorbed by the 

ocean goes to the deep ocean (Palmer et al., 2011; Meehl et al., 2011; Trenberth & 

Fasullo, 2011; Katsman & van Oldenborgh, 2011；von Schuckmann & LeTraon, 

2011; Levitus et al., 2012；Balmaseda et al., 2013；Abraham et al., 2013; Bala, 2013; 

Guemas et al., 2013; Watanabe, 2013; Wake, 2013; Schultz, 2013; IPCC, 2013), and 

although there are many other approaches to explain the hiatus, the deep ocean is 

generally believed to play a very important role. The contribution to the sea level 

rising from the deep ocean is about 1/3 of the total rise trend (Song and Colberg, 2011). 

Model based analysis reveals that the warming trend in mid- to deep-ocean (>700 

meter) is much more significant than the upper ocean (Meehl et al., 2011) during 

hiatus period, these indicate that there are vertically redistribution of heat variation. 

The warming up of deep-ocean brings a big challenge to investigate for the science 

community since the in-situ data is very limited with poor resolution. 

The inter-annual to decadal variation of ocean included ENSO, PDO, NAO 

and AMO, etc. (Chylek et al., 2013) as internal variations  supported to the global 

warming trend which are dominantly affect to the global ocean mass and heat storage 

redistribution, and those may have contributed to the global warming hiatus 
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(Trenberth and Fasullo, 2013). In the horizontal direction, the redistribution of water 

mass between continents and oceans in the 2011 La Nina event induced a decrease of 

5mm in the global mean sea level (Boening et al., 2012). On the vertical direction 

Argo system documented a redistribution of ocean heat content from surface layer (0-

100m) to subsurface layer (100-500m) 2 years before 2009 El Nino, the ocean loses 

heat during positive anomaly SST and gains heat from atmosphere during negative 

SST anomaly (Roemmich and Gilson, 2011).  

It is still not clear that whether there is any vertical heat distribution related to 

PDO and other internal variability or not, and how it is related to the hiatus? This issue 

will be addressed by analysis of the ocean heat content, isothermal surface and 

isopycnal surface variations in the West Tropical Pacific and Northwest Pacific. 

 

Table 1.1 Distribution of global energy change inventory due to greenhouse gases 

between 1971 and 2010 (IPCC, 2013) 

 

Distribution Percentage (%) 

Warming of ocean 93 

Upper layer (0-700m) 64 

Deep layer (700-2000m) about 30 

Ice melting 3 

Continent warming 3 

Atmosphere warming 1 
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1.1.3 Regional climate response to global warming hiatus 

The Pacific plays an important role in global warming hiatus (Kosaka & Xie, 

2013, England et al, 2014), the frequent occurrence of the La Nina and intensified east 

trade wind helps the development of the cold tongue in the east Tropical Pacific. The 

hiatus is found to be related to the negative phase of PDO (Trenberth & Fasullo, 2013). 

On the other hand, the warming of the deep ocean is believed to be one of the 

mechanisms for the decadal internal variation. During the hiatus period, the heat up-

take of the subsurface and deep ocean is much more significant than other decades 

(Meehl et al, 2011). The wind driven meridional overturning circulation between the 

tropical and subtropical oceans slowed down from 1970‘s to 1990‘s, causing a 

decrease of 25% of the upwelling the equatorial ocean and hence a rise in the 

equatorial sea surface temperature (McPhaden and Zhang, 2002). However from 

1990‘s to the beginning of 2010‘s, the increased subsurface ocean heat uptake, which 

was induced by the increased subduction of the shallow overturning cell, slowdowns 

the warming of the surface layer in tropical Pacific (England et al, 2014). 

The redistribution of the heat in the ocean between the surface and subsurface 

layers has an ENSO like temporal pattern, the changes in the east-west tilting of the 

equatorial Pacific thermocline is the major reason (Roemmich and Gilson, 2011). In 

1990‘s the surface warming of tropical Indian ocean and Pacific accompanied a strong 

cooling in the upper thermocline, while during the hiatus period, the surface cooling of 

east equatorial pacific ocean accompanied by the increased subsurface ocean heat 

uptake (Han et al, 2006; Trenary and Han, 2008; England et al, 2014). 
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1.1.4 Decadal climate variation and deep ocean research need more data from 

observation 

The research of decadal and inter-decadal ocean variability and climate change 

is a comprehensive scientific topic (Le Treut et al., 2007; Liu, 1999, Solomon et al., 

2011), which involve mutlti-temporal and spatial scales, from sub-mesoscale to 

planetary scale, from seasonal to inter-decadal, through observation and other research 

tools from many physical parameters. However, due to the limitation of technology 

and other objective reasons like funding, the data sets obtained from observation have 

a large percentage of sparsely area and discontinuity of the time series, especially for 

studying of mid to deep ocean phenomena and processes.  

The internal variability from subsurface to deeper ocean have been confirmed 

as a source of predictability in climate models, such as AMOC variation (Delworth 

and Mann, 2000; Knight et al., 2005; Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Yang et al., 2013). 

The initial condition of subsurface to deeper ocean state is the key for strengthen the 

predictability of the coupled ocean and climate models (Smith et al., 2007; Keenlyside 

et al., 2008). 

Since the 1970s, remote sensing has provided a huge amount of high spatial 

and temporal resolution, large overall coverage, and long time series of sea surface 

data, which explored unprecedented progress and notable discoveries in atmosphere, 

ocean and climate sciences. While remote sensing is the most cost-efficient tool, the 

observations are confined to the sea surface phenomena. Therefore, our knowledge of 

the sea surface greatly exceeds what we know at below surface. However, subsurface 

data is critical to understand about their mechanisms and processes in the ocean as a 

whole, as well as for entirely earth climate system (e.g. Meehl et al., 2011). Large 

subsurface in-situ measurement projects has been implemented recently such as 
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Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS) and Global Ocean Observing System 

(GOOS) with over 8000 platforms including drift buoys, moored buoys, Argo floats, 

gliders and Expendable Bathythermographs (XBTs), the subsurface observations 

available are still too scarce in most parts of the ocean. 

Argo is a global array of more than 3,000 free-drifting profiling floats that 

measures the temperature and salinity of the upper 2000 m of the ocean (Fig 1.3). This 

allows, for the first time, continuous monitoring of the temperature, salinity, and 

velocity of the upper ocean, with all data being relayed and made publicly available 

within hours after collection. This system got started in1999 and has achieved 3000 

floats since November 2007. In November 2012, a float in the Argo array gathered the 

one-millionth profile (twice the number collected by research vessels during all of the 

20th century). The Argo data became very important in large scale analysis in the 

ocean. However, the time scale of available Argo data is 15 years, still inadequate for 

decadal climate and ocean variation study. Argo profiles provide subsurface 

information that is necessary to establish the link between surface and subsurface, 

making the extension of remote subsurface data back to pre-Argo era possible and 

available for decadal analysis. 
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Fig. 1.3 Positions of the floats that have delivered data within 30 days, July 2014 

(download from: http://www.argo.ucsd.edu/index.html) 

 

1.2 Ocean Heat Content Dynamics in the Upper Ocean 

The ocean heat content (OHC) is also known as ocean heat content anomaly, 

as defined by Yan et al. (1995), Chamber et al. (1997) and Levitus et al. (2000, 2012), 

computed with a reference mean subtracted out from each temperature observation. 

Long term monthly climatology is often used as reference mean temperature in the 

calculation of OHC, to study the variation of the time scale of inter-annual to multi-

decadal. For per unit area in the ocean, we have  

http://www.argo.ucsd.edu/index.html
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where H is ocean heat content, T’ is temperature anomaly,    is the heat capacity, T is 

temperature,  ̅ is the monthly climatology of temperature, h1 and h2.is the upper and 

lower limits of the layer for OHC calculation. 

A brief review of physical mechanism that controls the variation of 

temperature and temperature anomaly will help us understand the variation of ocean 

heat content. The equation governing temperature is derived from conservation of 

energy. The first law of thermodynamics, also known as the principle of energy 

conservation, states that the internal energy gained by a parcel of sea water is equal to 

the heat Q it receives minus the mechanical work W it performs. For unit mass, we 

have 
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According to the continuity equation,  
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and the material derivative of density and temperature,  
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and with Bossinesq approximation, Equation (1.4) becomes the advection-diffusion 

equation for temperature of sea water: 
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  is the heat kinematic diffusivity. The local time rate of temperature 

change is the result from local heating and advection transport. 

At the sea surface, z=0，we have T= SST, and 
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where Q


 is the heat flux across the ocean-atmosphere interface (positive for 

downward flux),  

 SW LW L SQ Q Q Q Q

      (1.10) 

where 
SWQ  is the incoming solar shortwave irradiance, 

LWQ  is the net longwave 

radiation, 
LQ  is the latent heat flux and 

SQ  is the sensible heat flux. 

1.2.1 Heat budget model for a fixed depth layer 

Vertical movements of layer interfaces played an important role in the upper-

ocean heat budget (Emery, 1976), for a layer of fixed depth of D，neglecting diffusion 

and flux at the lower boundary, the heat content budget equation becomes 
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where V  is the three dimensional velocity. 
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where v  is the horizontal velocity, w is the vertical velocity. 

Together with continuity equation, Eq. (1.11) becomes the divergent heat 

budget equation (Emery, 1976): 
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where     ⃗  are the vertically averaged temperature and horizontal velocity terms,    

is a upwelling velocity at the depth of D, TD is the temperature at that depth. 

1.2.2 Heat budget model for the upper layer ocean 

For the upper-ocean heat budget, the heat stored was calculated down to an 

isotherm from the surface, following the logic of Emery (1976), Stevenson and Niiler 

(1983) and Yan et al. (1995), Moisan and Niiler (1998) integrated Eq. (1.7) from the 

surface down to a chosen isotherm h = f(x,y,t), yields 
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where     ⃗  are the vertically averaged temperature and horizontal velocity terms,  ̂ is 

the deviation from the vertically averaged horizontal velocity, and  ̂ is the deviation 

from the vertically averaged temperature.  

After neglecting the horizontal eddy heat transport term (the third term on the 

left hand side) and entrainment cross lower surface (the fourth term on the left hand 
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side), the final equation for heat content rate becomes the balance of a horizontal heat 

advection term and net heat flux term (Moisan and Niiler, 1998)): 
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1.2.3 Ocean heat content dynamic equation for the upper ocean 

Frankignoul (1985) developed the dynamics equation for temperature anomaly 

in the sea surface mixed layer from the heat conservation equation: 
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where subscript plus denotes the values at the bottom of the mixed layer. 

If each variable is decomposed into a seasonal varying mean (long term 

climatology, denoted by an over bar) and an anomaly (denoted by a prime). Eq. (1.16) 

can be written as (Frankignoul, 1985): 
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where the 6 terms of the right-hand side describe the effect of the following processes 

respectively: anomalies in the net surface heat flux, heat advection by anomalous 

current, anomalies in the mixed-layer depth, the anomalies in the temperature jump in 

the entrainment zone, anomalies in the entrainment velocity, and horizontal mixing. 

The terms fall into 3 categories: the atmospheric forcing, the variability in the ocean 

interior that distort the upper layer by horizontal advection and vertical motion near 

the mixed-layer base, and the damping terms for temperature anomalies. 
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Combine Eq. (1.2) and Eq. (1.17), we have the equation for the upper ocean 

OHC dynamics:  
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   (1.18) 

The terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.18) have the same physical meaning 

as that of Eq. (1.17), but for the upper ocean OHC. For the upper ocean which 

includes whole layer, a similar decomposition on Eq. (1.11) and Eq. (1.12) would be 

more appropriate (detailed information in Section 3.3). 

1.3 Brief Review of Methodology 

1.3.1 Ocean remote sensing oriented to subsurface and deeper ocean 

application 

The ocean surface is dynamically influenced at the sea surface by waves, wind 

shear, heat exchange, and from the interior ocean by thermal expansion, ocean 

circulation, and turbulent mixing. Many important ocean processes and features are 

located well below the surface and at considerable depths. Variation in the subsurface 

layer will very likely leave traces on the sea surface through sea surface height 

changes, which make possible estimation for subsurface parameters from sea surface 

information. The relation between sea surface parameters and subsurface parameters 

has been studied since the wide application of ocean remote sensing technology 

(Khedouri et al., 1983; Yan et al., 1990; Chu et al., 2000; Ali et al., 2004), this is 

ocean remote sensing oriented to subsurface and deeper ocean application, or so called 

subsurface and deeper ocean remote sensing (Klemas and Yan, 2014). On one hand, 

sensors that could measure subsurface parameters directly are still developing 
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(Leonard et al. 1977). On the other hand, studies have been carried out to estimate 

subsurface parameters from sea surface information based on either the combination 

of dynamical models (Yan et al., 1990, 1991a, 1992), statistical and empirical methods 

of historical in-situ observations (Chu et al., 2000) and model-based data assimilation 

(Robinson and Lermusiaux, 2000).  

1.3.1.1 Dynamic approaches 

Relationship between sea surface and subsurface parameters can be established 

through dynamic analysis through some simplifications or approximations. The 

subsurface parameters then can be inferred from sea surface observation with the 

established relationship, and then their processes and mechanisms can be monitored 

and studied from remote sensing. Based on a mixed layer thermal inertia model, one 

dimensional (Yan et al., 1990, 1991a, 1991b) and three dimensional (Yan et al., 1992) 

models were developed to determine oceanic mixed layer depth (MLD), which is 

much simpler than the Kraus and Turner (1967) mixed layer model and can be 

conducted directly from satellite observations. With the support of in-situ 

measurements data, phenomena that occur at even deeper than MLD can be revealed 

from the signal at sea surface. Enhanced TOPEX/POSEIDON、ERS-1 and ERS-2 

altimetry were used to monitor cascade of the outflow deep water from the polar basin 

through Denmark Strait (Høyer et al., 2002), since the stretch induced by the outflow 

was so strong to penetrate the several hundred meters overlying water and it generated 

eddies on the sea surface (Krauss and Kase, 1998). A unique method has been 

developed by Yan et al. (2006) using satellite altimetry, wind scatterometer, infrared 

satellite imagery and XBT data sets that successfully detected the Mediterranean 

outflow and ‗Meddies‘ at a depth of about 1000m in the Atlantic Ocean.  
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1.3.1.2 Model-based data assimilation 

Numerical model based data assimilation become a powerful methodology to 

estimate parameters in the ocean (Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1991) by developing 

some computational technologies. By combining the numerical model with in-situ 

measurements data and governing the ocean dynamic principles, these give more 

efficient, accurate and realistic estimations for interested parameters eventhough in 

several aspects may introduce uncertainties (Robinson and Lermusiaux, 2000, Fischar, 

2000; Thacker et al., 2004; Oke et al., 2008). There are many operational ocean 

reanalysis systems around the world, such as SODA, ECCO, GODAS, GODAE and 

HYCOM, which provide online data sets available for open use , that contribute to the 

recent progress in ocean dynamic, biological, chemical and global climate change 

studies.  

The reanalysis output from data-assimilation numerical models have been one 

of the most popular and effective alternative options for such conditions lack of in-situ 

measurements. Data assimilation can improve numerical model on two aspects: firstly, 

the initial condition and boundary conditions for regional models, that reduces the 

error induced by the unrealistic initial state; secondly, to make corrections from from 

the irrational component bias in the ensemble numerical simulations. The decadal and 

inter-decadal ocean variability and climate change research aimed to study a 

geographic dynamic system including physical, chemical, biological and 

biogeochemical processes and their interactions. To understand such a synthetical 

nonlinear system, and the ultimate aim predict it, 4D data assimilation (Bouttier & 

Courtier, 2002) is an indispensible approach to combine multi-sources of observation 

results that it is still discontinuous in spatial and temporal dimension on a generally 

cross-related framework. This framework will lead to a better understanding of the 
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comprehensive scientific questions. However, the numerical models is just an 

ensemble of part of the known physical relations between parameters in ocean and 

climate system, the results from such models is not necessary completely true even if 

the physical processes and mechanisms are already known, but it is not able to 

reproduce the realistic state of the ocean and climate system. The physical processes 

and mechanisms that were assembled in diverse models are different from each other. 

Limited by the understanding of the ocean and climate system, the results from ocean 

models can only reflect partially of the realistic world. For example, none of the 115 

models of the first stage in CMIP5 of WCRP reproduced the global warming hiatus 

since 2000, the major reason of this is the mechanisms and processes of this hiatus 

might have not been known yet. 

1.3.1.3 Statistical and empirical approaches 

The vertical extension of the remote sensing data to the subsurface, based on 

statistical and empirical relations between sea surface and subsurface that were built 

form historical in-situ measurement data, contains the unknown or still lack of study to 

understand these processes and mechanisms. This approach can avoid the shortcoming 

of data assimilation mentioned above, and provide valuable data for subsurface and 

deeper ocean data assimilation. 

The altimetry data was firstly introduced to estimate subsurface thermal 

structure in the Gulf Stream area based on a statistical relation between SSHA and 

STA (Khedouri et al., 1983). Chu et al. (2000) developed a parametric model for 

determining the subsurface thermal structure of the ocean from satellite sea surface 

temperature (SST) observations in the South China Sea. Willis et al. (2003) combined 

altimetry height and SST with in situ data by using a linear regression technique and 
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have improved estimation of 0/800 m steric height, heat content, and temperature 

variability. Ali et al. (2004) used a neural network to determine subsurface thermal 

structure from SST, sea surface height (SSH), wind stress, net radiation, and net heat 

flux obtained from a mooring system deployed in the Arabian Sea. Guinehut et al. 

(2004) derived large scale, monthly mean temperature at 200-m depths from altimetry 

and SST data through a multiple linear regression method, to combine high spatial 

resolution satellite altimetry data with sparse high accuracy Argo temperature. Takano 

et al. (2009) developed an empirical method to estimate mesoscale three-dimensional 

thermal structure from near-real-time satellite altimetry data based on a two-layer 

model hypothesis.  

The statistical approach for estimating parameters, which has been used for 

some decades is not constrained by the dynamical equations, and the predicted 

parameter may be limited to the range of the available data. However, this approach is 

relatively easy to establish and has reasonable accuracy. In the subsurface ocean where 

the in-situ data is limited, statistical estimation is a necessary and useful supplement to 

the model-based parameter estimation. 

SST and SSH have been monitored by remote sensing since the late 1970‘s and 

1992 respectively. Two salinity sensors, Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) 

satellite by the European Space Agency and Aquarius by NASA and Argentina, have 

been launched in 2009 and 2011. Cross validation for the sensors will make the global 

sea surface salinity (SSS) data more reliable than before. Since SSTA, SSHA and SSS 

anomaly (SSSA) recently can be obtained through remote sensing platforms; in this 

paper a self-organize-mapping neural network is adopted to estimate the subsurface 

temperature structure from these datasets with the help of Argo in-situ data.  
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In this dissertation, we focus on ocean remote sensing oriented to subsurface 

and deeper ocean application. Based on the physical or dynamical relation or statistical 

and empirical characteristic relations between historical remote sensing sea surface 

parameter and in-situ measurements of subsurface parameters, new approaches for 

extending remote sensing to subsurface and deeper ocean were developed. The 

generated method and data sets may shed light on the understanding of related 

physical processes. 

1.3.2 Empirical Orthogonal Function 

The EOF (Empirical Orthogonal Function) analysis is a principal component 

analysis (PCA) applied to a group of time series data. The EOF analysis is the time 

domain analysis that is basically the computation of eigenvector and eigenvalue of a 

covariance or a correlation matrix computed from a group of original time series data. 

Coherent variations among a group of original time series data can be extracted to 

create a new group of time series data by using original time series data and 

eigenvectors. One of the important things about these new time series data is that they 

are statistically non-correlated with each other. In other words, EOF separates 

coherent variations mixed in the group of original time series data into several 

components and these components themselves are not correlated with each other. So 

the causes of individual variations component might be identified separately. The 

magnitude of eigenvalues shows how important these new time series data are. The 

eigenvectors shows similar information but for each individual original time series. 
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1.3.3 EEMD 

Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) is an advanced version of 

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD). The purpose of the EMD is to reduce a 

complicated data set into a finite and generally small number of intrinsic mode 

functions (IMFs, Huang et al., 1998). EMD can empirically identify different 

oscillatory modes in the data based upon their time scales and separates the data into 

IMFs, using the time lapse between successive extrema as the basis for sifting the data 

into modes. However, the EMD has major drawbacks of frequent appearance of mode 

mixing. To overcome this shortcoming, a new noise-assisted EMD analysis, EEMD, is 

proposed by Huang and Wu (2008). EEMD is an algorithm that works as follows: (1) 

add a white noise series to the data, (2) decompose the data plus noise into IMFs, (3) 

repeat the first two steps with different white noise, and (4) obtain the ensemble mean 

of the IMFs for the results (Huang and Wu, 2008). 

1.3.4 Causality analysis 

Causal analysis between OHC in Atlantic Ocean and OHC in the Southern 

Subtropical Indian Ocean is carried out following the method proposed by Liang 

(2014). The causality is measured by information flow between two time series, e.g. 

X1 and X2. The rate of information flow (units: nats per unit time) from the latter to 

the former (Liang, 2014) is 
2
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                                                   (1.19) 

where Cij is the sample covariance between Xi and Xj , Ci,dj is the covariance between 

Xi and the time differential approximation of Xj, which is defined as 
           

   
. This 

method has been applied to investigating the complex relation between El Niño and 
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IOD, results indicating that El Niño tends to stabilize IOD, while IOD functions to 

make El Niño more uncertain (Liang, 2014). 

1.4 Dissertation Outline 

From a perspective of ocean heat content, the mechanisms and processes of 

global warming and hiatus and regional oceanic and atmospheric responses to global 

climate change were investigated in this dissertation. The framework for this 

dissertation is shown in Fig 1.4.  
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Fig. 1.4 Framework of the research of global warming hiatus and regional climate 

response.  

 

In Chapter 2, to provide more subsurface temperature for decadal ocean heat 

content study, methods were developed to estimate temperature anomaly for 

subsurface and deeper layer from sea surface parameters provided by remote sensing 

and in-situ measurement for Argo. A Self-Organizing Map Neural Network (SOM) 

was developed from Argo gridded data sets in order to estimate subsurface 

temperature anomaly (STA) from remote sensing data. The SOM maps were trained 

using anomalies of sea surface temperature (SST), height (SSH) and salinity(SSS) data 

from Argo gridded monthly anomaly data sets, labeled with Argo STA data for 

2005~2010 and then used to estimate the STAs at different depths in the North 

Atlantic from the sea surface data. The estimated STA maps and time series were 

compared with Argo STAs including independent data sets for validation. STA time 

series for 1993~2004 in the mid-latitude North Atlantic were estimated from remote 

sensing SST and altimetry time series using the SOM algorithm. 

In Chapter 3, OHC spatio-temporal variations were analyzed using the 

empirical orthogonal function analysis for global scale and for southern Atlantic and 

Indian Ocean to find out the mechanisms for global warming and hiatus, and the 

important role Indian Ocean played in global climate change. A meridional dipole has 

dominated the variation of the ocean heat content in the upper layer, and the warming 

in the upper layer of the Indian Ocean has been in ―hiatus‖ since early 1980s, Further, 

a very new and sophisticated causal analysis method revealed that the warming in the 

southern subtropical Indian Ocean contributed to the pre-conditioning and warming in 
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the southern and tropical Atlantic since 1980s and to the heat sequestration at the 

deeper layer in the Southern Ocean during the global surface warming hiatus period. 

In Chapter 4, the decadal variation of vertical OHC distribution and its impact 

on air-sea interaction in Western North Pacific were studied to reveal regional climate 

respond to global warming hiatus. The decadal variation of rapid intensification of 

Tropical Cyclones (TCs) in Western Northern Pacific were studied using TC best 

track datasets. A new index for Rapid Intensification of Intense TCs (RITC), defined 

as the maximum wind speed increase and central pressure drop within 24 hour during 

TC lifetime, was proposed to study the variations of the TC intensity. Based on a 

qualitative model for RITC, the decadal variations of RITC during GAW and Global 

Warming Hiatus (GWH) periods were discussed. During GAW period with weakened 

eastern trade wind, the RITC was controlled by OHC of upper ocean, and during 

GWH periods with strengthened eastern trade wind and warming subsurface, the 

RITC is higher than that did during GAW period, indicating higher intensity and 

frequency of intense TC activity. 
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Chapter 2 

SUBSURFACE THERMAL STRUCTURE ESTIMATION 

2.1 Introduction 

Since the 1970s, remote sensing has provided huge amounts of high spatial and 

temporal resolution, large overall coverage, and long time series of sea surface data, 

allowing for unprecedented progress and notable discoveries in atmosphere, ocean and 

climate sciences. While remote sensing is the most cost-efficient tool, its observations 

are confined to the sea surface phenomena.   Therefore, our knowledge of the sea 

surface greatly exceeds what is known below the surface. Subsurface data, however, is 

critical to understand the mechanisms and processes in the ocean as a whole, as well 

as for the entire earth climate system (e.g. Meehl et al., 2011).  Despite the large 

subsurface in-situ measurement projects such as Integrated Ocean Observing System 

(IOOS) and Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) with over 8000 platforms 

including drift buoys, moored buoys, Argo floats, gliders and Expendable 

Bathythermographs (XBTs), the subsurface observations available are still too scarce 

in most parts of the ocean. 

The ocean surface is dynamically influenced at the sea surface by waves, wind 

shear, heat exchange, and from the interior ocean by thermal expansion, ocean 

circulation, and turbulent mixing. Variation in the subsurface layer will very likely 

leave traces on the sea surface through sea surface height changes, which make the 

estimation of parameters from the subsurface form the sea surface possible. The 

relation between sea surface parameters and subsurface parameters has been studied 
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(Khedouri et al., 1983; Yan et al., 1990; Chu et al., 2000; Ali et al., 2004). On one 

hand, sensors that could measure subsurface parameters directly are under 

development (Leonard et al. 1977). On the other hand, studies have been carried out to 

estimate subsurface parameters from sea surface information based on either the 

combination of dynamical models (Yan et al., 1990, 1991a, 1992) , in-situ 

observations (Chu et al., 2000) and model-based data assimilation (Robinson and 

Lermusiaux, 2000). Numerical model based data assimilation become a powerful 

methodology for parameter estimation in the ocean (Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1991) 

with the development of computational technology. It combines the in-situ 

measurements and the dynamic principles that govern the ocean, gives most efficient, 

accurate and realistic estimation for parameter interested, though it has several aspects 

may introduce uncertainty (Robinson and Lermusiaux, 2000). The statistical approach 

for parameter estimate, which has been used for decades, is not constrained by the 

dynamical equations and the predicted parameter may be limited to the range of the 

available data. However, this approach is relatively easy to establish and has 

reasonable accuracy. In the subsurface ocean where the in-situ data is limited, 

statistical estimation is a necessary and useful supplement to the model-based 

parameter estimation. 

Based on a mixed layer thermal inertia model, one dimensional (Yan et al., 

1990, 1991a, 1991b) and three dimensional (Yan et al., 1992) models were developed 

to determine oceanic mixed layer depth (MLD), which is much simpler than the Kraus 

and Turner (1967) mixed layer model and can be conducted directly from satellite 

observations. With the help of in-situ measurements, phenomena occurring at even 

deeper than MLD can be revealed from the signal at sea surface. A unique method has 
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been developed by Yan et al. (2006) using satellite altimetry, wind scatterometer, 

infrared satellite imagery and XBT data sets that successfully detected the 

Mediterranean outflow and ‗Meddies‘ at a depth of about 1000m in the Atlantic Ocean. 

Chu et al. (2000) developed a parametric model for determining the subsurface 

thermal structure of the ocean from satellite sea surface temperature (SST) 

observations in the South China Sea. Willis et al. (2003) combined altimetric height 

and SST with in situ data with a linear regression technique and improved estimates of 

0/800 m steric height, heat content, and temperature variability. Ali et al. (2004) used 

a neural network to determine subsurface thermal structure from SST, sea surface 

height (SSH), wind stress, net radiation, and net heat flux obtained from a mooring 

system deployed in the Arabian Sea. Guinehut et al. (2004) derived large scale, 

monthly mean temperature at 200-m depths from altimetry and SST data through a 

multiple linear regression method, combining high spatial resolution satellite altimetry 

data with sparse high accuracy Argo temperature. Takano et al. (2009) developed an 

empirical method to estimate mesoscale three-dimensional thermal structure from 

near-real-time satellite altimetry data based on a two-layer model hypothesis.  

SST and SSH have been monitored by remote sensing since the late 1970‘s and 

1992 respectively. Two salinity sensors, Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) 

satellite by the European Space Agency and Aquarius by NASA and Argentina, have 

been launched in 2009 and 2011. Cross validation for the sensors will make the global 

sea surface salinity (SSS) data more reliable than before. Since SSTA, SSHA and SSS 

anomaly (SSSA) can now be obtained through remote sensing platforms; in this paper 

a self-organize-mapping neural network is adopted to estimate the subsurface 

temperature structure from these datasets with the help of Argo in-situ data. A SOM 
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neural network is trained and labeled from Argo gridded data. Validations are carried 

out by comparing the horizontal maps, vertical profiles and time series of SOM 

estimated STA with Argo STA data. The method is applied in the mid-latitude North 

Atlantic to estimate the subsurface thermal structure from remote sensing SST and 

altimetry. Sensitivity of this method to input parameters are discussed, followed by 

conclusions on the capability of the method in estimating sub surface thermo-structure 

in the North Atlantic. 

2.2 Data and Method 

2.2.1 Data summary 

Datasets used in this study are monthly global gridded Argo data provided by 

International Pacific Research Center (IPRC, http://iprc.soest.hawaii.edu) at the 

School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology, University of Hawai'i at Mānoa. 

The temperature, salinity and Absolute Dynamic Topography datasets have 1×1 

degree horizontal spatial resolution and global coverage, and were interpolated to 27 

standard depth levels in the upper 2000m from January of 2005 to December of 2010. 

The absolute dynamic height (ADH) in the IPRC gridded Argo data is defined as SSH 

minus Dynamic height (DH), where the SSH is obtained from altimeter products. At 

the sea surface, ADH is equal to SSH. ADH data is calculated using Aviso altimetry 

referred to MDT_CNES-CLS09 (MDT_CNES-CLS09 was produced by CLS Space 

Oceanography Division and distributed by AVISO, with support from CNES, 

http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/). 

In the section for application of SOM algorithm, NOAA Optimum 

Interpolation Sea Surface (NOAA_OI_SST_V2:  

http://iprc.soest.hawaii.edu/
http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/
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http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/research/cmb/sst_analysis/) Temperature anomaly 

monthly data and monthly Maps of Sea Level Anomalies (MSLA) from altimetry 

distributed from AVISO (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/es/data/products/sea-

surface-height-products/global/msla/index.html) were used as input data to estimate 

the STA.  The MLD extends from about a few tens of meters to 200m depth in most of 

the tropical and mid-latitude ocean (de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004). Considering the 

MLD for high latitudes, 300m is chosen reasonably to represent the subsurface layer 

depth. The data sets have a 1°x1° (Mercator grid) spatial resolution, which is the same 

as that of Argo data sets which were used in training and labeling processes. The SST 

data is a combination of in situ and satellite SSTs. 

2.2.2 Ocean heat content and sea surface parameters 

Based on the thermal expansion of seawater, the ocean heat content can be 

calculated from sea surface height anomalies observed by a satellite altimeter 

(Chambers et al., 1997; Yan et al., 2004 ): 

 

'
p

Alt Alt

T

C
H







  (2.1) 

where AltH
is the OHC estimated from altimeter data, T is the thermal expansion 

coefficient, 
'Alt

 is the sea surface height anomaly (SSHA) from satellite altimetry. 

The results from Eq. (2.1) showed large discrepancies from the OHC from XBT data. 

The reason is the SSHA contains not only the thermal steric height, but also 

nonthermal steric height such as salinity, wind stress forcing and wave etc (Yan et al., 

2004): 

 ' ' ' ' 'Alt thermal salinity wind wave          (2.2) 

http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/research/cmb/sst_analysis/
http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/es/data/products/sea-surface-height-products/global/msla/index.html
http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/es/data/products/sea-surface-height-products/global/msla/index.html
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where the subscriptions denote different mechanisms for sea level change. 

Based on Eq. (1.14), Eq. (1.17), Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2), we have: 

 ' ( ', ', )ST f T   (2.3) 

where 
'ST
is the SST anomaly, '  is SSHA. The sub surface temperature 

anomaly T’ is a function of sea surface anomaly data and other related dynamic 

parameters.  

Self-Organize Mapping Neural Network Self-Organize Mapping Neural 

Network is a computational method for the visualization and analysis of high-

dimensional data. It was first introduced by Kohonen (1982, 2001) as an unsupervised 

neural network to study empirical relationships between variables of which the 

physical relationships are not clear and has turned out to be very useful tool in feature 

extraction and classification. It has been widely applied in meteorology and ocean 

science (Liu et al., 2006; Telszewski et al., 2009; Liu and Weisberg, 2011).  

The subsurface temperature estimation was carried out using a SOM Toolbox 

for Matlab, which is developed by the Laboratory of Information and Computer 

Science at the Helsinki University of Technology and available online at 

http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox. General SOM procedures contain 

unsupervised training of available data sets to a 2-D network, labeling the trained 

network and estimation (Fig 2.1). For detailed descriptions, consult Liu et al. (2006) 

and Telszewski et al. (2009).  

The SOM map adopted in this study consists of 1600 (40×40) neurons with 

rectangular grids on a flat sheet map and a ‗Gaussian‘ neighborhood function with a 

radius of 2. This network is to be trained using sea surface information and labeled 

with STA data before it can be used to estimate the subsurface temperature anomaly. 

http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox
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Telszewski et al. (2009) suggested reducing the data sets into a moderate sized map, 

not only for consideration of calculation efficiency, but also to provide sufficient 

representation of patterns to extract all characteristic patterns. To find out the most 

suitable map size, several tests were carried out: map sizes of 100×100, 80×80, 64×64, 

40×40, and 30×30 were tested. The best one was the 40×40with high calculating 

efficiency, good estimation, and low RMS level. 

For the SOM training process, the data inputs are SSTA, SSSA and SSHA in 

the North Atlantic Ocean (25~63° North, 80~0° West). In this paper, the SSTA, SSSA 

and SSHA were calculated from the monthly climatology field, so as to avoid the 

climatology seasonal variation signal, this would improve the sensitivity of the SOM 

method to temperature anomaly. 

Variation of each parameter was normalized to one by the standard deviation, 

and the mean value was set to zero before training: x’ =(x –xm)/σx , where x is the 

parameter to be normalized, x’ is the normalized parameter, σx is the standard 

deviation of x, and xm is the mean value of x  (Vesanto et al., 2000). The SOM map 

was trained every year, and 48000 data triplets were used to train one map. In the 

trained map, each neuron has three components representing all the combinations of 

input variables (SSTA, SSHA and SSSA). The relationship between these three 

training parameters, with similar patterns mapped to neighboring regions and 

dissimilar patterns mapped to separate locations then became the foundation for the 

labeling and estimation processes.  

For each layer, Argo subsurface temperature anomaly data at that depth was 

used to label the trained neural network, 70% for labeling and 30% for testing. 

According the sea surface SSTA, SSHA and SSSA, the STA values were labeled onto 
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the nearest neurons by a definition of Euclidean distance (Telszewski et al., 2009). For 

the neurons that have more than one STA value labeled, the averaged STA value was 

the final labeling value. Estimation of STA was carried out using the labeled SOM 

map and sea surface information. Input vectors of arbitrary position and time had one 

neuron in the labeled SOM map according the Euclidean distance; the STA of that 

neuron became the estimation of the input vectors.  The estimations were implemented 

every month from the surface down to 2000m depth from January of 2005 to 

December of 2010 with Argo sea surface data as input and from January of 1993 to 

December of 2009 with remote sensing data as input. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.1 Flow chart for Subsurface Temperature Anomaly (STA, take 300m depth for 

example) estimation using Self-Organize Mapping neural network: SSTAI, SSSAI, 

SSHAI are data sets for training, large data sets from long time series and large 

coverage of space. SSTAE, SSSAE, SSHAE are the data sets for estimation, it can be 

single spot, cruse transaction or horizontal 2-d dimensional maps. SSP is other 

possible sea surface parameters. 
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2.3 STA Estimation Using Argo and Remote Sensing Sea Surface Data 

2.3.1 Horizontal maps of STA 

A total of 72 monthly-averaged STA datasets at all depth levels in the North 

Atlantic were estimated using a SOM neural network, which is trained using Argo sea 

surface data and is labeled using Argo STA data.  Comparison between the estimated 

STA and Argo gridded data shows that the basic patterns of STA have been retained 

by the SOM method (Fig 2.2). The STA variation at 300m depth near the Western 

Boundary is from -3 to 3°C, from the Gulf Stream Separation area to the Irminger Sea, 

5 to 6 times larger than other areas, where the STA range varies from -0.5 to 0.5°C.  

The in-situ and estimated STA maps show a similar spatial structure as the SSTA and 

SSHA: large anomaly values located along the Gulf Stream Path, with the negative 

anomalies having considerably larger magnitude than the smaller positive anomalies 

(Fig 2.3). The sensitivity tests also indicate that SSTA and SSHA are the two major 

driving forces for the STA in the western boundary area (Fig 2.11, will be discussed in 

details in section 3.5). 

2.3.2 Time series 

For each pixel and subsurface layer (23 layers, from 30m to 2000m), the 

relationship between the time series of SOM estimated STA and Argo STA were 

investigated using correlation coefficient (γ) ,  root mean squared error (RMSE) and 

regression coefficients. The highest correlation through the water column from 30m to 

2000m depth, the depth of the layer that has highest correlation (Figure 4) and the 

RMSE between the two data sets at that depth was calculated. In most of the areas 

between 25°N to 55°N, the correlation is over 0.8 with only two exceptions where 

correlation is low: the center of North Atlantic Gyre, and the western part of central 
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Labrador Sea. The depths determined by maximum γ are larger in the western part of 

the basin (Fig 2.5), extending as far as about 700m to 800m depth, while in the eastern 

part and the northern part the depth is much smaller and is comparable to the MLD 

(less than 100m, de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004; Chu and Fan, 2010 ).  

The thermal and dynamic mechanisms of the Eastern/Western of the North 

Atlantic are completely different. In the western part, the major driving force is the 

Gulf Stream through strong advection and mixing. The seasonal thermocline can reach 

up to 1000m depth (Fig 2.6a, Fig 2.7a, 7c), inducing large variations of STA along the 

Gulf Stream, where the magnitude is about 4°C (-2.4~1.9°C). However, in the eastern 

part of the ocean, especially east of the mid-Atlantic Ridge (Fig 2.6c), there are two 

depths where the temperature variation is relatively large: the mixed layer, extending 

within less than 100m from the surface, and an ‗under current‘ of warm, high salinity 

water out-flowing from the Mediterranean Sea (Bozec et al., 2011), located at about 

800~1200m depth. The temperature anomaly ranges between -0.6 and 0.6°C, and its 

variation is about 1/3~1/4 of that in the western basin.  

The correlation coefficients at 300m depth were chosen to show the quality of 

the method. The estimation based on the SOM neural network has a relatively better 

performance in the Gulf Stream and in the North Atlantic Current path, with the 

correlation coefficient being about between 0.8 and 1.0.  Low correlation coefficient 

values were found near the center of the Atlantic subtropical Gyre, Bay of Biscay and 

N. Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Portugal and in the Labrador Sea. The latter two 

areas have unique thermal dynamic processes which contribute to the change in 

thermal structure: the Mediterranean outflow (Rahmstorf, 1998; Bozec et al., 2011), 

and deep convection, which is the source of Labrador Sea Water (Marshall et al., 
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1998). The ratio of RMSE between Argo STA and SOM estimated STA to the total 

variation of Argo were obtained. The areas of relatively smaller ratio (<0.4) almost 

overlap the areas of high correlation coefficients (>0.8). The areas defined by these 

two parameters are those where the SOM algorithm has highest confidence level for 

the STA estimation at 300m or deeper. 

 

 

Fig. 2.2 Comparison of Subsurface Temperature Anomaly (STA) at 300m depth, from 

Argo (left panel) and Self-Organize Map neural network (SOM) estimation (right 

panel), in Jan, Apr, Jul and Oct of 2006. 
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Fig. 2.3 Sea Surface Temperature Anomaly (SSTA, left panel), Sea Surface Height 

Anomaly (SSHA, right panel) from Argo, in the North Atlantic for Jan, Apr, Jul and 

Oct of 2006. 
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Fig. 2.4 Maximum correlation coefficient (γ) between estimated Subsurface 

Temperature Anomaly (STASOM) by Self-Organize Map neural network (SOM) and 

Subsurface Temperature Anomaly from Argo (STAArgo) from 30m~2000m depth in 

the North Atlantic. The solid contour line is for γ = 0.8; the dashed contour line is for γ 

= 0.6. Areas noted as a, b, c, d are for the labeling and testing in Section 3.4: Area a, 

western part of  the North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre, 65 ° ~70°W, 32° ~37°N; Area b, 

central part of  the mid-latitude North Atlantic, 40 °W~45°W and 35°N ~40°N; Area c, 

eastern part of  the mid-latitude North Atlantic, 15~20 °W, 35°N ~40°N; Area d, the 

Sub-Polar Gyre of the North Atlantic, 40~45°W and 45~50°N. 

2.3.3 Vertical profiles 

The depth at which the SOM STAs have the largest correlation with the Argo 

STA measurements varies tremendously by location. For example, in the western mid-

latitude North Atlantic, the depth of largest correlation can be as high as 500-700m 

depth, while in most other areas, it is only about 100 m deep (Fig 2.5). To aid in 

understanding the physical meaning of this depth, Fig 2.6 illustrates the Argo monthly 
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STA and temperature profiles in selected areas with different dynamic characteristic. 

The depths of the maximum STA variation and maximum correlation  coefficient 

show a general agreement, especially in the western basin of the North Atlantic, where 

this depth is near the bottom of the thermocline. Although the depth at the maximum 

correlation coefficient in area d (Fig 2.6d) is very close to the sea surface, the STA 

variance is about 4 °C and the SOM algorithm has good STA estimation at 500m 

depth. Fig 2.7 shows the typical temperature profiles in east and west basins of mid-

latitude North Atlantic (35°N). In the western basin, the SOM algorithm has good 

agreement from the surface to about 1000m, while in the eastern part, the SOM 

algorithm tends to underestimate the STA which means that the temperature profile 

has less variation and more closely resembles the climatology (Fig 2.8). Along the 

Gulf Stream path, the STA profiles have large variance near the surface, through the 

mixed layer, and in the middle of the thermocline (about 800m depth).Variance is 

instead rather small at a depth of 350m.  The STAs are in opposite phase at those two 

depths. The contribution from these two depths may compensate each other. In this 

situation, it would be more difficult to predict STA from sea surface signal. The 

maximum STA is between -0.7 and 0.7°C, and this relatively small variation is due to 

the sustained strength of the Gulf Stream. Moreover, in those areas where the Gulf 

Stream meanders considerably and produces many eddies the magnitude of STA 

variance can be as high as  4°C (Area a, b, d shown in Fig 2.4, Fig 2.6a) and 2-3 times 

larger than in the Gulf Stream before the separation.  
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Fig. 2.5 Depth determined from the maximum correlation coefficient (γ) between 

estimated Subsurface Temperature Anomaly (STASOM) using Self-Organize Map 

neural network (SOM) and Subsurface Temperature Anomaly from Argo (STAArgo) 

through the water column from 30m~2000m in the North Atlantic. 

2.3.4 Validation: comparing labeling and independent data 

The gridded Argo STA data sets were randomly divided into 2 parts during the 

labeling process of the SOM estimation. About 70% of the data was used for labeling 

the SOM map and the remaining 30% was used as independent data to test the SOM 

estimation. Four regions were selected for the comparisons (shown in Fig 2.4):  The 

comparisons of SOM estimated STA, labeling Argo STA data, and independent Argo 

STA data (data that is not used for labeling) were carried out and the results are shown 

in Fig 2.9 (for 300 m depth).  The coefficients of the results for comparison between 

the time series of SOM STAs and Argo STAs are listed in Table 1 (also at 100m, 

500m and 700m depths). 

There is good consistency as expected between the labeling data sets and the 

testing data sets, which were randomly sampled from the same data collection. The 
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relationship between SOM STA and Argo STA varies with time and location. 

Generally speaking, the SOM based STA is tending to underestimate the STA. The 

RMSE between them is about 20% of the total variance of Argo STA.  The correlation 

coefficient at 100 m depth is at the level of between 0.7 and 0.9 (Table 1) with the 

coefficient for linear regression is between 0.7 and 0.9.  On the eastern side of the 

North Atlantic (area c in Fig 2.4, Fig 2.8), which is not included in the high confidence 

area, the SOM estimations have some difficulties reproducing the in-situ STA 

variations. The RMSE level is comparable to the in-situ STA variation, as well as to 

the accuracy of the SOM estimation method. Along the Gulf Stream Path (area a, b, 

and d), where many eddies are generated and thermal structure variation is high, the 

SOM estimation has good performance between the depths of 100 m and 700 m; the γ 

remains around 0.8 to 0.91 (especially in area d, where γ lies between 0.88 to 0.9) due 

to the large variation of STA.    

The significance of correlation between STA estimated by SOM and Argo 

gridded STA at 100m and 300m depth in the regions of the Labrador Sea, Bay of 

Biscay and off the Portugal coast, highlights that the STA derived by the SOM method 

is not significantly correlated to the measured Argo STA at 300m depth, indicating 

primarily that the SOM method does not work well for that depth in that area. It 

consistent with the results from the time series comparison of area c (position shown 

in Fig 2.4 and Fig 2.6f), the correlation coefficient reduces to 0.5 at the depth of 300m 

and 0.28 at a depth of 700 m (Fig 2.8, and Fig 2.9c).  

 

Table 2.1 Comparisons of the SOM STA and Argo STA at different locations and 

depths  
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* Locations a, b, c, d were shown in Figure 4 

Depth(m) Location* Correlation 

coefficient 

RMSE Linear 

regression 

ratio 

100 

a 0.81 0.36 0.65 

b 0.85 0.24 0.75 

c 0.73 0.27 0.41 

d 0.91 0.51 0.69 

300 

a 0.87 0.29 0.78 

b 0.88 0.20 0.90 

c 0.50 0.13 0.44 

d 0.88 0.5 0.67 

500 

a 0.86 0.43 0.71 

b 0.91 0.27 0.82 

c 0.72 0.1 1.53 

d 0.89 0.31 0.79 

700 

a 0.83 0.38 0.64 

b 0.89 0.23 0.77 

c 0.28 0.14 0.24 

d 0.89 0.17 0.96 
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Fig. 2.6 Argo STA profiles from Jan 2005 to Dec 2010 (Fig 2.6a ~ Fig 2.6e in Areas a, 

b, c, d, and e, geo-locations indicated in Fig 2.6f. The bold green line shows the depth 

determined from maximum STA variance, while the red dash line is the depth 

determined from the maximum correlation coefficient (γ) between STASOM and 

STAArgo.)  And depth determined from maximum STA variance from 30m~2000m in 

the North Atlantic (Fig 2.6f). 
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Fig. 2.7 Typical subsurface temperature profiles in Western (Fig 2.7a, &7c, at 35°N, 

60°W) and Eastern (Fig 2.7b, & 7d, at 38°N, 20°W) basins in the mid-latitude North 

Atlantic during the months of April 2005 (a, b) and December 2005(c, d). The 

variables plotted are: monthly climatology temperature (STClimat), temperature from 

Argo (STArgo) and temperature estimated by Self-Organize-Mapping neural network 

(STSOM). RMSE is between STSOM and STArgo and RMS is the root mean square of 

STAArgo through the water column. 
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Fig. 2.8 Cross section of correlation coefficient (γ) between Subsurface Temperature 

Anomaly (STA) estimated from Self-Organize-Mapping neural network (SOM) and 

STA from Argo from surface (30m) to 1100m at 35° N in the North Atlantic. The 

solid contour line is for γ = 0.8, the dashed line for γ = 0.6 and the dotted line for γ = 

0.4. 

 

2.4 Sensitivity of Salinity and Climatology in SOM Estimation 

Dhomps et al. (2011) used Argo salinity profiles instead of salinity climatology 

in calculating Sea Level Anomaliesand DHA and obtained an improvement of 35% in 

the comparison of these two data sets. Comparisons of the SOM estimations were 

carried out with different training inputs to test the sensitivity of the SOM network to 

salinity (Fig 2.11). The four input groups are: (1), SSTA and SSHA; (2), SSTA, SSHA 

and SSSA; (3), SSTA, SSHA and SST Climatology (SSTC), and SSH Climatology 
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(SSHC); (4), SSTA, SSHA,SSSA, SSTC, and SSHC. With the SST and SSH 

Climatology, the estimation was improved up to 30% in the Labrador Sea.  In the 

Irminger Sea, however, the improvement of SSS was reduced. 

By comparing the results with SSSA as one of the inputs in training SOM 

network, the estimations in the (subtropical) eastern basin of North Atlantic  and in the 

Labrador Sea are improved significantly (up to 30%, in the subtropical North Atlantic, 

where strongest evaporation takes place) while it is less 10% elsewhere. With the SST 

and SSH Climatology, the estimation was improved up to 30% in the Labrador Sea 

and Irminger Sea. Along the Gulf Stream path, the improvement is quite limited (less 

than 5% improvement) when using the SSSA, SST and SSH climatology. Furthermore, 

as previous results already show, even the STA estimations with only SSTA and 

SSHA are has very low RMSE with high correlations (about 0.8~1.0 and p-value is 

0.01). 

The sensitivity of the salinity in the subtropical ocean (eastern basin) is 

increased by about 20% when the SST and SSH monthly climatology is included in 

the training process, indicating that the seasonal variation of SST and SSH plays an 

important role in the development of subsurface thermal structures. The depths at 

which the SOM method is sensitive to climatology inputs are about from 1600 to 

2000m at high latitudes, and from 1000 to 1500m in the subtropical North Atlantic. 

The highest sensitivities of salinity are found near the surface, while with SST and 

SSH climatology, the depth of highest sensitivity in the subpolar ocean reaches down 

to 1200m depth. 
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Fig. 2.9 Time series of monthly STA from 2005 to 2010 at 300m depth in the North 

Atlantic (Fig 2.a, b, c, d for areas a, b, c, d in Fig 2.4 respectively). Colored lines: Red 

solid line, STA estimated from SOM, STASOM; Blue solid line, STA from labeling 

data, STALab; Green starred line, STA for independent Argo data, STAInd. γ is 

correlation coefficient between STASOM and STAInd, RMSE is the root mean squared 

error between STASOM and STAInd. 
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2.5 STA Estimation from Remote Sensing Data for the Pre-Argo Era 

Since the SSS data in the 1990‘s is not available from remote sensing, in this 

application, the data sets used for neural network training contains Argo SSTA and 

SSHA only (from 2005 to 2009). With NOAA Optimum Interpolation SST V2 data 

(derived from remote sensing and in-situ measurements) and altimetry MSLA data 

since 1993, the STA at 300m depth was extrapolated backwards to Jan 1993. The 

STA‘s at 300m in Jan of 1994 in the mid latitude North Atlantic as an example show  

reasonable agreement with the SSTA and SSHA measurements (Fig 2.10), including 

the basic horizontal extension, locations of extreme values of SSTA.  

2.6 Discussion and Conclusion 

SOM neural network approach is good for visualization and analysis of multi-

dimensional data (Liu and Weisberg, 2011). However, there is the possibility that the 

information of the training data is overly compacted so as to introduce errors during 

the estimation. The training data sets with certain temporal and spatial resolution (1x1 

degree and monthly data in this study) contain information about physical processes of 

equal or lower resolutions and frequencies. It is not reasonable to expect the SOM 

method to have high accuracy in the estimation of processes occurring at higher 

temporal and spatial resolutions and frequencies when compared to that of training 

data sets. However, by using gridded monthly Argo float data as training datasets, this 

study can correctly interpret phenomena that vary at seasonal-to-annual timescales.  

The results from SOM algorithm are not constrained by the dynamical 

equations which may lead to various instabilities. We checked the static stability of the 

reconstructed ocean. Stability defined as (McDougall, 1987),   1 d dz  . The 

time series of stability for Gulf Stream area at 100m 300m and 500m (Fig 2.12) is 
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greater than 0 (which means the reconstructed ocean is stable) all the time and 

changed smoothly. 

 

 
Fig. 2.10 Subsurface Temperature Anomanly (STA) at 300m of Jan 1994 (c) from 

SOM estimation with remote sensing data (a, SSTA; b, SSHA) as inputs in the North 

Atlantic. 
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Fig. 2.11 Sensitivity of correlation coefficient (γ) between Subsurface Temperature 

Anomaly (STA) estimated from Self-Organize-Mapping neural network (SOM) and 

STA from Argo to the different input for SOM: left panel, changes in γ; right panel, 

the depth for the changes (m). From top to bottom, the training inputs are: (a, b) 

γ(SSTA, SSHA, Climatology) - γ(SSTA, SSHA); (c, d) γ(SSTA, SSHA, SSSA, 

Climatology) - γ(SSTA, SSHA, SSSA); (e, f) γ(SSTA, SSHA, SSSA, Climatology) - 

γ(SSTA, SSHA, Climatology); (g, h) γ(SSTA, SSHA, SSSA) – (SSTA, SSHA). Grids 

where ∆γ<0.1 were masked. 
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Fig. 2.12 Time series of stability of SOM reconstructed Ocean in Area a (65° W, 32° 

N) at depth of 100m (a), 300m and 500m (b). 

 

The relationship between sea surface signal and the subsurface temperature 

could vary widely due to different dynamic processes. In this paper, the data from 

whole North Atlantic Ocean were used to train and label the SOM, the empirical 

relationship of all these area were extracted. However, the Gulf Stream and North 

Atlantic current is by far the most dominant phenomena in this area with their 

horizontal extend and SSTA, SSHA magnitude. In the center of subtropical gyre in 

North Atlantic Ocean, warm waters build-up at the top layer and down-welling due to 

the convergence of surface flow (McClain et al., 2004). In the sub-polar gyre, the 

situation is slightly the opposite. In the Labrador Sea, warm water from the Gulf 
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Stream cools down and became denser leading to deep ocean convection (Lazier et al., 

2002). In order to predict the STA in the Gulf Stream area, the input should include 

data from that area. At the presence of large anomaly values, the capability of SOM 

map to resolve the small temperature variation was weakened. This may be 

responsible for the week correlation coefficient in the center of subtropical gyre and 

the Labrador Sea (Fig 2.4).  Fig 2.8 shows cross section of correlation coefficient (γ) 

between STASOM and STA Argo at 35° N in the North Atlantic. The low correlation 

around 900m depth between 30°W to 10°W may related to the high salinity and 

temperature Mediterranean Outflow which spread at the depth of about 800m to 

1400m (Reid, 1979; Prince et al., 1986; Arhan, 1987). This is an outstanding feature in 

the North Atlantic, but the overlaid water will damping the salinity and temperature 

variation, which leads to the difficulty of reconstruction of the STA at the 700m-

1100m from the SSTA and SSHA. With a SOM map trained within the east basin of 

the mid-latitude North Atlantic instead of the whole North Atlantic, the estimation 

would be improved. 

SOM, as a statistical approach for parameter estimate, enables us to predict 

STA within the‖ ranges‖ of inputs data; this may underestimate and miss the signal of 

some large anomaly events. In the SOM map obtained in the labeling process, the 

STAs of the neurons are in the range of input data for labeling. For any inputs of sea 

surface parameter combination, one neuron will be find out as the winning neuron, and 

the STA value of that neuron will be the output STA for the input data. So SOM 

algorithm can only predict the STA that lies in the range of labeling data. For those 

large anomaly events with STA outside of the range of labeling data sets, SOM will 

underestimate the anomaly. 
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de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004) showed that, for a 0.2°C criterion, the MLD 

estimated from spatially averaged profiles was 25% shallower than the MLD 

estimated from individual profiles. The gridded Argo data were generated from the 

irregularly sampled profiles with the interpolated two/three-dimensionally with 

variational analysis method. (IPRC Argo gridded Documentation: 

http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu/projects/Argo/data/Documentation/gridded-var.pdf). This 

may be partially responsible for the errors of the SOM estimation, especially where 

the Argo profiler density is low. 

Using the SOM map trained from anomalies defined from 2005-2010 

climatology to estimate the STA in 1990‘s, may introduce errors.  In this study, the 

anomaly is defined relative to the monthly mean climatology from 2005 to 2010 Argo 

data rather than the annual or longer-term mean climatology (Ivchenko et al., 2011). 

This makes the SOM algorithm unaffected by the seasonal variations. In this study, we 

assumed the climatology did not change over the decades. However, there is long term 

variation in the North Atlantic with multi-decadal period, such as the Atlantic multi-

decadal oscillation (Andronova and Schlesinger, 2000; Enfield et al, 2001; Dima and 

Lohmann, 2007), which would change the seasonal climatology and as well as the 

spatial patterns of the physical parameters. 

This paper presented an approach for estimating the subsurface thermal 

structures of the ocean from remote sensing data recorded at the sea surface, with the 

help of Argo in-situ data sets. The method was validated by the Argo STA data, and 

applied to the western mid-latitude North Atlantic with remote sensing SST and 

Altimetry data. A SOM Neural Network was trained using SSTA, SSHA and SSSA 

data from IPRC Argo gridded monthly sea surface data sets, and was then labeled with 
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Argo STA data. The labeled SOM maps, together with the SSTA, SSHA and SSSA, 

were then used to estimate the STA at different depths in the North Atlantic. The 

estimated STA maps and time series were then compared with Argo STAs, including 

independent data sets that were not used in the labeling processes.  

Results showed that along the Gulf Stream Path, the SOM STA estimation has 

good performance from 30m to 700m depth, with a correlation coefficient lager than 

0.8. The depths of and maximum correlation coefficient show a general agreement 

with the maximum STA variation in this area. The labeled SOM maps were used to 

estimate the STA with remote sensing SST and altimetry SSH data from January 1992 

to December 2004. Sensitivity tests revealed the importance of SSS information, 

which can significantly improve the estimation in the subtropical ocean as much as 

30%. In areas where the seasonal variation of SST and SSH is relatively large (such as 

high latitude subpolar basins, the Irminger Sea and the Labrador Sea), the monthly 

climatology SST and SSH can also help to improve the estimation by as much as 40%. 
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Chapter 3 

GLOBAL SURFACE WARMING HIATUS: DECADAL VARIABILITY OF 

UPPER LAYER OHC IN THE INDIAN OCEAN 

3.1 Introduction  

Understanding the ocean‘s role in Earth's energy budget is fundamental to 

evaluate climate variability and change, including the rate of global warming and the 

recent 18-years‘ so-called Global Surface Warming Hiatus (GSWH) [Easterling and 

Wehner, 2009; Meehl et al., 2011; Kosaka & Xie, 2013]. This ―hiatus‖ has caused 

confusion and debate within the scientific and policy spheres. However, it also offers 

an opportunity to study and improve our understanding of climate change dynamics. 

Previous studies show that the hiatus is related to external forcing changes [Solomon 

et al., 2010; Kaufmann et al., 2011], internal variability [England et al., 2014; Song 

and Colberg, 2011; Steinman et al., 2015] and heat redistribution within the climate 

system [Meehl et al., 2011; Song and Colberg, 2011; Levitus et al., 2012; Balmaseda 

et al., 2013a; Chen and Tung, 2014; Drijfhout et al., 2014]. Although an updated 

global surface temperature analysis by NOAA's scientists [Karl et al., 2015] suggests 

that the global trends are higher than reported by the IPCC [2013] and the decrease in 

the upward trend of global surface temperature since 1998 might have been amplified 

due to the possible artifacts of data biases, it is important we continue research to fully 

understand all the processes at work on this complex subject in a changing climate.  

Ocean warming dominates the increase in energy stored in the climate system, 

accounting for about 93% of the energy accumulated between 1971 and 2010 and the 
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upper 700m layer contributing about 64% [IPCC, 2013]. Study of the spatio-temporal 

variability of the Ocean Heat Content (OHC) reveals the horizontal and vertical 

redistribution of heat in the global ocean and will improve our understanding of the 

processes and mechanisms how the ocean would respond to the changing climate and 

the role the ocean would play in the climate system. Tracking the missing heat during 

the GSWH, a recent work from Lee et al. [2015] revealed that while the Pacific Ocean 

absorbed extra heat during the global warming hiatus, more heat was transported to 

the Indian Ocean by the Indonesia throughflow (ITF), resulting in a decreasing trend 

of the Pacific Ocean heat content. They also found that the heat content increased 

abruptly in the Indian Ocean, accounting for more than 70% of the global ocean heat 

gain in the upper 700m during the past decade. This new finding sheds light on the 

GSWH research, and will exert a profound influence on the topic. Nieves et al. [2015] 

also found that the cooling in the top 100-meter layer of the Pacific Ocean was mainly 

compensated by warming in the 100- to 300-meter layer of the Indian and Pacific 

Oceans in the past decade since 2003, suggesting a decadal shift in Indo-pacific 

heating. 

Such recent findings [Lee et al., 2015; Nieves et al., 2015] bring the Indian 

Ocean back to the platform of the GSWH study. Previous studies that focused on 

upper layer warming mainly concentrated on the role of the Pacific Ocean surface 

cooling [Kosaka & Xie, 2013; England et al., 2014] and the Atlantic Ocean surface 

warming [McGregor et al., 2014], while those studies that focused on the deep layer 

warming concentrated on the Atlantic Ocean and Southern Ocean [Meehl et al, 2011; 

Chen & Tung, 2014]. The GSWH is a global event by definition. The parable of the 

blind men and an elephant shall remind us that when dealing with a phenomenon on a 
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global scale, demarcating the global ocean or focusing only on certain regional 

variability will render merely a partial understanding of the subject. While Lee et al. 

[2015] and Nieves et al. [2015] focused on the recently two decades, what role the 

Indian Ocean have played in the global OHC redistribution in longer time scales? This 

question motivated us to analyze the OHC trend and spatial pattern in the Indian 

Ocean and global oceans. 

3.2 Data and Method 

 Long time series data is needed to analyze the decadal variation of the OHC in 

the global Ocean and to cover both the global warming and hiatus period. We use the 

Ocean Reanalysis System (ORAS4) model/in situ reanalysis data from European 

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) covering 1958-2009 

[Balmaseda et al., 2013b], Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) reanalysis data 

V2.1.6 [Carton et al., 2000; Carton and Giese, 2008] covering 1958-2008, and the in 

situ WOD2013 data from National oceanographic data center (NODC), NOAA, 

covering 1955-2012 to analyze the OHC variation [Levitus et al., 2012]. The ORAS4 

reanalysis datasets show a clear and robust nonlinear trend in the 0–700m OHC, 

consistent with other observational estimates [Balmaseda et al., 2013b].  

Causal analysis between OHC in Atlantic Ocean and OHC in the Southern 

Subtropical Indian Ocean is carried out following the method proposed by Liang 

[2014]. The causality is measured by information flow between two time series, e.g. 

X1 and X2. The rate of information flow [Liang, 2014] (units: nats per unit time) from 

the latter to the former is 
2
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where Cij is the sample covariance between Xi and Xj , Ci,dj is the covariance between 

Xi and the time differential approximation of Xj .  

3.3 Ocean Heat Content Dynamic Equation 

The dynamic equation governs OHC for a fixed depth layer in upper ocean can 

obtained from the divergent heat budget equation developed by Emery (1976). The 

terms in Eq. (1.11) were decomposed into climatology (denoted by an overbar) and 

anomaly (denoted by a prime) value, we assume the climatology terms cancel each 

other, then we have: 
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  (3.2) 

where the terms on right-hand side are similar as the terms of Eq. (1.17). The 4 terms 

of the right-hand side describe the effect of the following processes sequentially: 

anomalies in the net surface heat flux, heat advection by anomalous current, the 

anomalies in the temperature jump in the entrainment zone, and anomalies in the 

entrainment velocity. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Decadal westward shift of the upper ocean OHC 

The transport of warming water via ITF is from the Pacific Ocean to the Indian 

Ocean [Feng et al., 2011] while the Agulhas leakage transports warm and salty Indian 

Ocean water into the South Atlantic Ocean [Biastoch et al., 2009; Durgadoo et 

al.,2013; Le Bars et al., 2014], and both of the transport have large multi-decadal 

variation. According to the recent findings [Lee et al., 2011, 2015; Nieves et al., 2015], 
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we would expect a westward shifting of the OHC in the global ocean, especially in the 

southern hemisphere.  

Zonal evolution of upper layer (0-300m) OHC was analyzed on southern 

hemisphere to see the whole image (Fig 3.1). We removed the inter-annual signal 

using a 10-year Hanning low-pass filter, so that the decadal and inter-decadal 

component of the OHC variations remained. We calculated the zonal anomaly of OHC 

by removing the zonal mean OHC so as to detrend the global warming. To include the 

Agulhas Return Current, the Agulhas retroflection area [Le Bars et al., 2014; 

Durgadoo et al., 2013] and the ITF, the latitude for OHC calculation ranges from 45°S 

to 10°N. The OHC variation in the Norhern Indian Ocean is found to be small 

compared to the Southern Indian Ocean (Levitus et al., 2012; Han et al., 2014). Figure 

3.1 shows the results from WOD2013 and ORAS4 data. The zonal anomaly of OHC 

covers more than 50 longitudinal degrees and lasts more than 5-10 years, for both 

positive and negative phase. A westwards shifting of the OHC zonal anomaly was 

found in both data sets, with certain discontinuity and considerable different 

amplitudes given the different time resolution. The westward shifting of the OHC 

zonal anomaly has a period of about 30 years, a phase speed of about 1.8—2.5cm/s 

and takes about 50—70 years to travel from Eastern Pacific to Western Atlantic (Fig 

3.1). Although the physical mechanisms for this westward propagation is not clear and 

still under investigation, the OHC zonal anomaly propagated from the Indian Ocean to 

the Atlantic Ocean in 1990s, which is about the same time for the basin wide warming 

of the Atlantic Ocean.  

The westward shift of OHC is still evident without detrending of global 

warming (Fig 3.2b, Fig 3.2c) with the warming located in the Tropical Pacific in 
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1960s and in the Subtropical Pacific and Atlantic Ocean since late 1980s (Fig 3.2a). 

The detrended zonal OHC anomaly (Fig 3.1b, 3.1c) is two to three times of the 

magnitude of the zonal mean OHC (Fig 3.2d) in the upper layer. Figure 3.3 shows the 

westward shift of the decadal warming from the Indian Oceans to Southern Atlantic. 

The decadal warming in the Indian Ocean span from the late 1970s to early 1990s and 

located at 50-100°E and 20-40°S, the Southern Subtropical Indian Ocean (SSIO). So 

the decadal westward shift of OHC in the Indian Ocean located in SSIO. 

 

Fig. 3.1 Time evolution of the zonal OHC anomaly 1958—2009, in 10
18

 Joules. For 

the upper layer (0-300m), derived from (A) WOD 2013 in situ data, and (B) ORAS4 

model/in situ reanalysis data and (C) for the deeper layer (300-700m, ORAS4 

model/in situ reanalysis data). The ocean heat content was smoothed with a 10-year 

Hanning low-pass filter and averaged from 45°S to 10°N, and normalized to the zonal 

mean OHC. The arrows show one of the westward propagation of the warming (Black) 

and cooling (white) OHC anomalies. Solid rectangle shows the warming of the deeper 

layer in the Agulhas Current system during 1985-2000. 
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Fig. 3.2 Time evolution of the OHC in the Southern Hemisphere1958—2009, in 10

18
 

Joules. For (a) Latitudinal, and (b) Longitudinal evolution of the upper layer (0-300m) 

OHC, (c) Longitudinal evolution of the deeper layer (300-700m) OHC, and (d) time 

series of zonal mean OHC. The OHC was smoothed with a 10-year Hanning low-pass 

filter and averaged from 45°S to 10°N.  
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Fig. 3.3 Time evolution of the (a) latitude and (b) longitude of the OHC anomaly 

1958—2009, in 10
18

 Joules, for the Southern Atlantic and Indian Oceans.  Thick dash 

boxes indicate the warming OHC in the Southern Subtropical Indian Ocean. 

3.4.2 Variation of upper layer OHC in the Southern Subtropical Indian Ocean 

The warming in the Tropical Indian Ocean has a complex vertical structure 

with warming in the surface layer and a multi-decadal cooling in the subsurface since 

1960s (Han et al., 2006). This phenomenon significantly exceeded the cross-data (Han 

et al., 2006; Barnett et al., 2005; Pierce et al., 2006) and cross-model uncertainty 

(Trenary & Han, 2008). This mainly was caused by the enhanced Ekman pumping 

velocity, which induced a southward Ekman transport increase of about 0.5 Sv/decade 

and a strengthened Southern subtropical cell (Trenary & Han, 2008). While the 

previous research mainly focused on the mechanism for cooling in the tropical 

subsurface, we focus on the warming in the southern subtropical cell. The southern 

subtropical cell, the warm pole of this persistent mode of warming with meridional 

dipole which is sustained by intensified meridional Ekman transport since the 1960s 
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(Schott et al, 2009), supplies sufficient heat to the source area of the Agulhas Current 

(Fig 3A).  Although about two thirds of the volume flux of the Agulhas Current is 

recirculated from the Southwest Indian Ocean sub-gyre (Lutjeharms, 2006), this part 

does not contribute much to the heat flux and warming. The major heat source for the 

Agulhas Current comes from east of Madagascar and Mozambique Channel 

(Lutjeharms, 2006; Beal et al.,2006; Lutjeharms & Van Ballegooyen, 1988).  

The warming pattern in the Southern Subtropical Indian Ocean cell (Fig 3A) 

shows the warming path from East Madagascar Current to the Agulhas, or via the 

north end of Madagascar and heading southward through Mozambique Channel, 

indicating that the warming in the subtropical cell sustains the steady strength and 

warming of the Agulhas Current in the past century. Warm waters from the Tropical 

Pacific via Indonesian Throughflow (ITF) coming to the Indian Ocean at 10-15°S (Fig 

2B) contributes to the meridional dipole up to the subduction zone (Schott et al., 2009; 

Song et al., 2004; Le Bars et al., 2013; Sprintall et al., 2014).  

The time series of the warming in the upper layer shows that the Indian Ocean 

warmed up since middle 1960s with strong warming in the Subtropical Cell of the 

Indian Ocean (STCIO) and the Southern Atlantic Ocean followed up with a time lag 

of about 10 years (Fig 3.5C, 5E, 5F). Causal analysis (Wu et al, 2012) was carried out 

to identify the importance of the warming in the STCIO. Fig 2.4A shows the 

information flow from STCIO to the Atlantic (TSTCIO


Atlantic). The patterns indicate 

that the STCIO warming contributed to the warming in Southern Subtropical Atlantic, 

through the pathway of Agulhas Current and Agulhas leakage. The significant pattern 

in low latitude Atlantic indicates that heat anomaly signal in STCIO will cause the 

heat variation in the tropical Atlantic. The information flow from Atlantic to the 
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STCIO (TAtlantic 


STCIO) shows major pattern located in the western subtropical Atlantic 

which is part of the supergyre. This pattern is relatively weak (Fig 3.5B), indicating 

dominant influence from STCIO to the Atlantic Ocean. The Agulhas current and 

leakage link the Indian Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean. Its response to a warming 

climate provides physical explanations to the results of causal analysis. Using ORAS4 

data, the Indian Ocean OHC mainly shows flattened surface layer heat content since 

late 1970s with large inter-annual variation, consistent with the time series from 

WOD2013 data (Fig 3.4). At deeper depths it varies on the decadal scale with a 

significant warming occurring as early as 1998 (Fig 3.4), almost at the same time as 

the beginning of the current global surface warming hiatus. This indicates that the 

Indian Ocean might have played a more important role in the global surface warming 

hiatus than expected before. 

On a global scale, the change of OHC shows major patterns located in the 

Tropical Pacific and North Atlantic. The upper layer is dominated by the ENSO inter-

annual variability (Fig 3.5a) in the tropical Pacific and by the east cold tongue and 

west warm pool pattern with strong inter-annual variability and weak decadal 

variability. The Principle component (PC) of the second mode of the upper layer and 

the first mode of the middle layer has the same trend: increasing since the early 1960s 

and maintaining a flat trend after the middle 1980s. The PCs for deep OHC variation 

has strong decadal variability and weak inter-annual variability (Fig 3.5g, S2h). The 

analysis
 
from other datasets [Chen & Tung, 2014; Ishii & Kimoto, 2009] also shows 

strong warming in the Agulhas Current system and the Southern Subtropic Atlantic 

Ocean in the 300-1500 m layer
 
during current hiatus. 
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To understand the mechanism underlying this warming, we need to take a 

closer look at the OHC variation in the Indian Ocean and the South Atlantic Ocean. 

The same analysis (EOF) was carried out in this area. The dominant patterns for the 

upper layer and deeper layer in the Indian Ocean and the South Atlantic Ocean (Fig 

3.6a, 3.6e) are actually the same as the second EOF mode for global pattern (Fig 3.5b, 

S2f). At middle and deep layer, the leading modes in the Indian Ocean, South Atlantic 

and adjacent Southern Ocean (Fig 3.6a, 3.6c, 3.6e), showed a persistent warming trend 

since middle of 1960s and last until 2010, showing no sign of warming hiatus before 

2007 (red and black lines in Fig 3.6g), which is very likely to be related to the global 

warming from increased greenhouse gases. However, in the upper layer the warming 

trend has stopped and a meridional dipole mode (Fig 3.6a) has maintained since the 

late 1970s (blue line in Fig 3.6g), and slightly increased after late 1990s, same as the 

trend of OHC in the surface layer (Fig 3). The leading EOF mode in the in-situ 

WOD2013 (Fig 3.7) and SODA (Fig 3.8) reanalysis data also showed the meridional 

dipole in tropical and subtropical Indian Ocean. 
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Fig. 3.4 Time series of the Indian Ocean heat content. Surface layers: 0-100 m, and 

deeper layers: 300-2000 m (red and blue line calculated from ORAS4 data, black dash 

line from WOD2013 data. The south boundary of the Indian Ocean Basin defined as 

50°S, as defined in the WOD2009: 

http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/WOD09/wod_masks.html ) 

http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/WOD09/wod_masks.html
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Fig. 3.5 EOF of the global ocean heat content. The first (left column) and second 

(right column) modes of the OHC in the layers 0-300 m (a, b), 300-700 m (c, d) and 

700-2000 m (e, f), respectively, in the same unit of 10
18

 Joules. The Principle 

component time series associated with each EOF modes (g, h), blue for the upper layer, 

red for the middle layer and black for the deep layer (see METHODS for detailed 

mapping information).  

The warming in the Tropical Indian Ocean has a complex vertical structure 

with warming in the surface layer and a multi-decadal cooling in the subsurface since 
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1960s [Han et al., 2006]. This phenomenon significantly exceeded the cross-data and 

cross-model uncertainty [Barnett et al., 2005; Han et al., 2006; Pierce et al., 2006, 

Trenary and Han, 2008]. This mainly was caused by the enhanced Ekman pumping 

velocity, which induced a southward Ekman transport increase of about 0.5 Sv/decade 

and a strengthened southern subtropical cell [Trenary and Han, 2008]. While the 

previous research mainly focused on the mechanism for cooling in the tropical 

subsurface, we focus on the warming in the SSIO. The southern subtropical cell, the 

warm pole of this persistent mode of warming with meridional dipole, which is 

sustained by intensified meridional Ekman transport since the 1960s [Schott et al., 

2009], supplies sufficient heat to the source area of the Agulhas Current (Fig 3.6a). 

The major heat source for the Agulhas Current comes from east of Madagascar and 

Mozambique Channel [Lutjeharms & Van Ballegooyen 1998; Lutjeharms, 2006; Beal 

et al., 2006].  

The warming pattern in the Southern Subtropical Indian Ocean cell (Fig 3.6a) 

shows the warming path from East Madagascar Current to the Agulhas, or via the 

north end of Madagascar and heading southward through Mozambique Channel, 

indicating that the warming in the subtropical cell sustains the steady strength and 

warming of the Agulhas Current in the past century. Warm waters from the Tropical 

Pacific via ITF coming to the Indian Ocean at 10-15°S (Fig 3.5b) contributes to the 

meridional dipole up to the subduction zone [Schott et al., 2009; Song et al., 2004; Le 

Bars et al., 2013].  
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Fig. 3.6 EOF of the ocean heat content for the Indian Ocean and the Southern Atlantic 

Ocean. The first (left column) and second (right column) modes of the OHC in the 

layers 0-300 m (a, b), 300-700 m (c, d) and 700-2000 m (e, f), respectively, in the 

same unit of 10
18

 Joules. The Principle component time series associated with each 

EOF modes (g, h), blue for the upper layer, red for the middle layer and black for the 

deep layer (see METHODS for detailed mapping information). The dash box in c and 

e indicate the location for heat content calculation in Fig 3.7. 
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Fig. 3.7 EOF of the ocean heat content. EOF Mode 1 (a) and PC 1 (b) of OHC of 0-

300 m in Indian Ocean and the Southern Atlantic from WOD13 data (see METHODS 

for detailed mapping information). First 4 modes explained 31.2% of the variance.  
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Fig. 3.8 EOF of the upper layer OHC for the Indian Ocean and the Southern Atlantic Ocean. 

The first (a) and second (b) modes of the OHC in the layers 0-300 m in the same unit of 10
18

 

Joules. The Principle component time series associated with each EOF modes (c), red for the 

first mode, blue for the second mode, thick line denotes a 5-year running mean. 

3.4.3 Decadal vertical OHC redistribution to the deeper layer 

During the global surface warming hiatus, the redistribution of heat to the 

deeper layer contributed to the slowdown of the surface warming. Most of the energy 

from the imbalance at the top of atmosphere went to the Atlantic and the Southern 
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Oceans [Levitus et al., 2012; Chen & Tung, 2014]. The EOF analysis of the OHC in 

the global ocean shows significant warming in the Southern ocean at middle and deep 

layer (Fig 3.5d and Fig 3.5f), located near the Subtropical Fronts. The temporal 

evolution of the warming in the Southern Ocean is characterized with three ‗quasi-

steady‘ processes with two distinct regime shifts in the 1970s and the late 1990s (Fig 

3.9a and Fig 3.9b): 1958-1975, the warming is between 50°S-60°S; 1978-1998, the 

warming is located in the Ross Sea Gyre (60°S -70°S); 1998-2009, the warming is 

strong and mainly located between 40°S -50°S, where subtropical fronts interacts with 

western boundary current (WBC) extensions. The warming at middle layer begins 

around the middle 1960s, and after middle 1990s the enhanced warming was first 

excited at the Agulhas Current system (Fig 3.9c) and the subsurface temperature 

anomaly propagated eastward. The longitudinal warming was more evenly distributed, 

and the subtropical supergyre (70°W -80°E, 50°S -35°S) contributed 40%-60% of the 

middle layer warming in the Southern Ocean during hiatus period (Fig 3.9a, Fig 3.9e). 

The strong warming in the deep layer began in middle 1990s and took place mainly in 

Agulhas Current System (20°E-80°E, 50°S-35°S), which contributed about half (40%-

60% for 2000-2009) of the warming in deeper layer (Fig 3.9f). The location of the 

warming indicates the interaction of WBCs, Subtropical Front and the Subantarctic 

Front. 

In the southern Atlantic Ocean, the OHC in upper layer is characterized with a 

warming western boundary and extension areas, as well as cooling on the eastern coast 

(Fig 3.6a). However, in the middle and deep layer, the warming is a basin wide 

phenomenon, without gap between two ocean basins at the south end of the African 

continents (Fig 3.6c, 3.6e). The subtropical gyre in the South Atlantic Ocean together 
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with the Agulhas Current and the Agulhas Retroflection area, which was called the 

supergyre in the Southern Atlantic and Indian Ocean [Speich et al., 2007], has the 

same warming trend since the 1960s, with more significant warming since early 1980s 

(Fig 3.6g, Fig 3.9e). The Indian Ocean warmed up since middle 1960s with strong 

warming in SSIO and the Southern Atlantic Ocean followed up with a time lag of 

about 10 years (Fig 3.9c, 3.9e, 3.9f). In the early 1980s, warming in the Agulhas 

Current was enhanced synchronously with significant warming of the middle and 

deeper layer in the subtropical supergyre, indicating that the Agulhas leakage has 

increased since 1980s. This is consistent with previous findings from numerical, 

historical measurements, and satellite altimetry studies [Rouault et al., 2009; Dong et 

al., 2011; Biastoch et al., 2009, 2013; Durgadoo et al., 2013]. 

3.5 Discussion 

 We detected westward shift of OHC from in-situ WOD2013 data and 

model/in-situ ORAS4 reanalysis data (Fig 3.1) with certain discontinuity and 

considerable difference in amplitudes given the different time resolutions. It has a 

period of about 30 years, and takes about 60 years to travel from the eastern Pacific to 

the western Atlantic, almost the same as the period of the GSWH [Meehl et al., 2011]. 

This result confirms that the western shifting warm water from the Pacific Ocean to 

Indian Ocean in 1970s to 1980s is similar to that in last decade as reported by Lee et al. 

[2015] and Nieves et al. [2015]. This wave-like OHC propagation suggests the decadal 

zonal and meridional shift of warming center in the upper ocean, which in return will 

change the SST in decadal time scale. This may shed light on the physical mechanisms 

for the multi-decadal climate variability such as AMO and PDO. 
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The global surface warming hiatus is a global event by definition. Based on the 

analysis above, we find the missing link in the Indian Ocean for the GSWH. In light of 

this finding, we note that the global ocean and atmosphere form a positive-feedback 

loop, consistent with many previous studies that focus ocean basin scale phenomenon 

(Fig 3.11). Heat from the Pacific and Indian Oceans follow the surface pathways of 

the thermohaline circulations to the Atlantic Ocean via ITF and Agulhas leakage, and 

contributed to the enhanced basin wide warming in the Atlantic Ocean [Lee et al., 

2011; Rühs et al., 2013]. Previous studies have shown that basin-wide warming in the 

Atlantic [McGregor et al., 2014] and Indian Oceans [Luo et al., 2012] intensified trade 

wind and wind-driven circulation since late 1990s, resulting in surface cooling in the 

eastern Pacific, which is one of the contributor to the current GSWH [Kosaka & Xie, 

2013; England et al., 2014], and the rapid sea-level rise in the Western Pacific, which 

would result in a strengthened ITF
 
[Lee et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2011]. This positive-

feedback of ocean and atmosphere interaction might ended in a strengthened trade 

wind and wind-driven circulation in a warming climate in the long run, other than the 

already intensified Antarctic Circumpolar Current, as suggested in Toggweiler & 

Russell [2008]. 

Indian Ocean heated up consistently and notably since the late 1970s due to a 

positive feedback mechanism [Roxy et al, 2014], with a strong warming in the 

southern subtropical cell since middle of 1960s (Fig 3.4c), due to the meridional 

dipole pattern in the upper layer OHC. The upper layer OHC in Indian Ocean reached 

a saturated equilibration and has been in ―hiatus‖ since early 1980s. The Agulhas 

Current system has warmed (Fig 3.4d) and strengthened since early 1980s [Biastoch et 
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al., 2009; Rouault et al; 2009; Dong et al, 2011; Durgadoo et al., 2013]. Indian Ocean 

contributed to the GSWH from following two aspects. 

On one side, the Indian Ocean is an accelerator to build up heat in the SSIO 

and supply heat to the Atlantic Ocean and contributed to the onset of basin-wide 

warming up in the Atlantic [Lee et al., 2011; Rühs et al., 2013], which triggers the 

global surface warming hiatus [McGregor et al., 2014]. To identify the importance of 

the warming in the SSIO, causal analysis [Liang, 2014] was carried out between the 

time series of the OHC in upper layer of SSIO and the Southern Atlantic Ocean. 

Figure 3.10a shows the information flow from SSIO to the Atlantic (TSSIO


Atlantic). The 

patterns indicate that the SSIO warming contributed to the warming in Southern 

Subtropical Atlantic, through the pathway of Agulhas Current and Agulhas leakage. 

The significant pattern in low latitude Atlantic indicates that heat anomaly signal in 

SSIO will cause the heat variation in the tropical Atlantic. The information flow from 

Atlantic to the SSIO (TAtlantic 


SSIO) shows major pattern located in the western 

subtropical Atlantic which is part of the supergyre. This pattern is relatively weak (Fig 

3.10b), indicating dominant influence from SSIO to the Atlantic Ocean. The results of 

causal analysis imply that the OHC perturbation travels from Indian Ocean westward 

to the Southern Atlantic since 1950s, which is in consistent with Lee et al. [2011]. The 

Agulhas current and leakage link the Indian Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean. Its 

response to a warming climate provides physical explanations to the results of causal 

analysis. 

On the other side, the increased Agulhas leakage contributed to the 

salinification in the Southern Atlantic [Biastoch & Böning, 2013], the intensified 

Southern Hemisphere subtropical supergyre [Beal et al., 2011; Speich et al., 2007] and 
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distribution of heat to deeper layer. Whether the ocean current system can distribute 

the extra heat to the deeper ocean or not will be vital for future atmosphere 

temperature change [Toggweiler & Russell, 2008]. The vertical OHC redistribution 

during the OHC westwards shifting is very important. Analogous to the dynamics 

analysis for temperature anomaly in the mixed layer [Frankignoul, 1985] and for upper 

ocean[Emery, 1976; Moisan & Niiler, 1998], the terms controls the OHC vertical 

redistribution mainly include anomalies of thermocline depth due to trade wind 

variation, and other mixing related to this depth variation. Both upper layer and deeper 

layer show similar patterns for the OHC variation, suggesting the averaged warming 

depth is larger than 300m, and the depth varies synchronously with the OHC (Fig 3.1b, 

3.1c). In the Agulhas Current area during 1985—2000 (black solid rectangle in Fig 

3.1b and 3.1c) and Southern Atlantic Ocean after 2000 (top left corner of Fig 3.1c), 

warming is very significant in the deeper layer while not so significant in the upper 

layer, suggesting the deeper layer warming and a large amount of heat transported into 

the middle and the deeper layer during the westwards propagation of the OHC and 

Agulhas Current system plays very important role in this vertical OHC redistribution. 

The physical mechanism for this is related to the increased inter-basin heat and salt 

exchange by Agulhas leakage [Biastoch et al., 2009; Rouault et al; 2009; Dong et al, 

2011; Durgadoo et al., 2013] and intensified southern subtropical supergyre [Beal et 

al., 2011; Speich et al., 2007]. This further induced a large amount of heat 

sequestration to the middle and deeper layers in the Southern Atlantic Ocean and the 

Southern Ocean, contributing to the current global surface warming hiatus. 
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3.6 Summary 

The OHC was used as a tracer to study the decadal heat horizontal and vertical 

redistribution in the global ocean under a warming climate. Decadal westward shift of 

the OHC in the southern hemisphere ocean was detected using from in-situ WOD2013 

data and model/in-situ ORAS4 reanalysis data. It has a period of about 30 years, and 

takes about 60 years to travel from the eastern Pacific to the western Atlantic, almost 

the same as the period of the GSWH. The magnitude of the shifting OHC anomaly is 

two to three time stronger than that of global warming trend in the southern 

hemisphere ocean. The OHC anomaly shows zonal and meridional shifting on decadal 

to inter-decadal time scale. This may have strong implication in the multi-decadal 

climate variability. 

The Southern Subtropical Indian Ocean plays very important role in this OHC 

shifting. The redistribution of the OHC in upper layer follows the surface branch of 

the Global Ocean Conveyor belt to travel westward from the Pacific to the Atlantic via 

the Southern Subtropical Indian Ocean. Heat was distributed to deeper layer of 

subtropical supergyre during the westward shift via the Agulhas Current system, 

contributing to the global surface warming hiatus.This paper summarizes all the 

known mechanisms on wind and wind-driven circulation that related to the GSWH, 

and identifies the previously neglected Indian Ocean as one of the important 

contributors to the current hiatus through its meridional dipole mode and the Agulhas 

Current system. With an embedded atmospheric bridge linking the Atlantic SST with 

the Pacific trade winds, the global ocean and atmosphere forms a closed positive 

feedback loop. This finding explains not only the occurrence of global warming hiatus, 

but also sheds light on the understanding of the multi-decadal climate variability.  
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Fig. 3.9 OHC variation in the Southern Ocean. The latitudinal (a,b), longitudinal (c,d) 

distribution and time series (e, f) of the OHC in the layers 300-700 m (left column) 

and 700-2000 m (right column), respectively, in the same unit of Joules. In e and f, the 

blue line shows the OHC in the Southern Ocean (defined as ocean south to 35°S here), 

the red line shows the OHC of 700-2000 m layer in the Agulhas Current (AC) System 

(20°E -80°E, 50°S -35°S, as shown the dash box in Fig 3.6e), the magenta dash line 

shows the time series for OHC of 300-700 m layer in the supergyre connecting the 

south Atlantic and the Indian Ocean (70°W -80°E, 50°S -35°S, as shown the dash box 

in Fig 3.6c). 
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Fig. 3.10 Causal analysis and time series of the warming in the upper layer (0-300m). 

(a) TSTC


Atlantic, Information flow from the averaged OHC of the Southern Subtropical 

Cell (STC, shown as the black box) in the Indian Ocean to the OHC of the Atlantic 

Ocean. (b) T Atlantic 


 STC, Information flow from the Atlantic Ocean to the averaged 

OHC of STC in the Indian Ocean (see METHODS for detailed mapping information). 

Time series of the warming OHC in the upper layer of (c) STC (averaged over 50°-

70
o
E and 25°S-15°S); (d) Agulhas Current (AC, averaged over 20°-60°E and 45°S-

35°S); (e) Indian Ocean mean (IO, averaged over 20
o
-110°E and 50°S-20°N); (f) 

Southern Atlantic mean (SA, averaged over 58°W-20°E and 50°S-10°N). 
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Fig. 3.11 Schematic figure for Indian Ocean as an Accelerator to the Global Surface Warming Hiatus. Background colors 

show the first mode from the EOF analysis of the upper layer (0-300m) in different basin (Composite from analysis in the 

Pacific Ocean Basin and the Atlantic-Indian Ocean Basin), in the unit of 10
18

 Joules. The subtropical supergyre is adopted 

from Beal
16

 et al. (2011) and Speich et al. (2007). Red dash lines and arrows show the path way for warm water (heat 

content anomaly) from the Western Pacific Warm Pool to the Indian Ocean via ITF and Tasman Leakage, and from the 

Indian Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean via Agulhas Leakage (see METHODS for detailed mapping information). 
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Chapter 4 

DECADAL VARIATION OF OCEAN HEAT CONTENT IN WESTERN 

NORTH PACIFIC 

4.1 Introduction 

The global warming hiatus since the beginning of this century has raised large 

concerns around the world. There are 2 major groups of point of view for mechanisms 

for the slowing down of increase of global surface temperature: the external forcing 

and the internal variation of the climate system. The keep-rising greenhouse gas 

monitored at Hawaii Island indicates that the energy unbalance at the top of 

atmosphere is very likely to keep its pace. The energy trapped in the climate system 

increase steadily. The Pacific plays an important role in global warming hiatus, 

(Kosaka & Xie, 2013, England et al, 2014) the frequent occurrence of the La Nina and 

intensified east trade wind helps the development of the cold tongue in the east 

Tropical Pacific. The hiatus is found to be related to the negative phase of PDO 

(Trenberth & Fasullo, 2013). On the other hand, the warming of the deep ocean is 

believed to be one of the mechanisms for the decadal internal variation. During the 

hiatus period, the heat up-take of the subsurface and deep ocean is much more 

significant than other decades (Meehl et al, 2011). The wind driven meridional 

overturning circulation between the tropical and subtropical oceans slowed down from 

1970‘s to 1990‘s, causing a decrease of 25% of the upwelling the equatorial ocean and 

hence a rise in the equatorial sea surface temperature (McPhaden and Zhang, 2002). 

However from 1990‘s to the beginning of 2010‘s, the increased subsurface ocean heat 
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uptake, which was induced by the increased subduction of the shallow overturning cell, 

slowdowns the warming of the surface layer in tropical Pacific (England et al, 2014). 

The redistribution of the heat in the ocean between the surface and subsurface 

layers has an ENSO like temporal pattern, the changes in the east-west tilting of the 

equatorial Pacific thermocline is the major reason (Roemmich and Gilson, 2011). In 

1990‘s the surface warming of tropical Indian ocean and Pacific accompanied a strong 

cooling in the upper thermocline, while during the hiatus period, the surface cooling of 

east equatorial pacific ocean accompanied by the increased subsurface ocean heat 

uptake (Han et al, 2006; Trenary and Han, 2008; England et al, 2014). Is this decadal 

pattern variation of heat redistribution in the Pacific Ocean related to the PDO? And to 

what depth this redistribution exists? To answer these questions, the OHC to different 

depth from reanalysis data (ORAS4) and in-situ measurements (WOD) data sets were 

analyzed in the next section; the results were presented in section 4.3. 

4.2 Data and Methods 

To analyze the decadal variation of the Ocean Heat Content (OHC) in Pacific 

Ocean, long time series data is needed. ORAS4 reanalysis data sets [Balmaseda et al., 

2013b], a new operational ocean reanalysis system that has been implemented at 

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) based on Nucleus 

for European Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO) V3.0, provide monthly data from 1958 

to 2009, covering the global warming and hiatus period. Wind field data is the 20th 

Century Reanalysis V2 data, provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, 

Colorado, USA, from their Web site at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/. Global surface 

temperature were from HadCRUT4 [Morice et al., 2012], a collaborative product of 

the Met Office Hadley Centre and the Climatic Research Unit at the University of East 

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/
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Anglia, and NOAA Global Surface Temperature (GST) is provided by NOAA 

National Climatic Data Center [Jones et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2008], and available 

online via (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov ). 

The spatial and temporal variation of dynamic and thermodynamics conditions, 

including OHC and wind field (see ―Data summary‖ section in Supplementary online 

material for detailed information), was analyzed by Empirical Orthogonal Function 

(EOF) analysis. Global surface temperature time series were decomposed using the 

Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) [Wu & Huang, 2009], to find the 

decadal and multi-decadal variation. 

4.3 Decadal OHC Variation 

4.3.1 Decadal OHC variation(WOD2013) and connection between subtropical 

and tropical Pacific 

The decadal change of OHC in Pacific is analyzed from WOD2013, annual 

mean temperature anomaly data. The variation in the western pacific basin dominant 

the whole basin decadal changes (Fig 1). The warming in the recent decade is mainly 

took place in the upper 400-500m, located in the tropical and subtropical western 

Pacific basin, while there is cooling in the eastern Pacific at all latitudes, showing the 

necessary of focus in western pacific to study the warming of subsurface tropical 

Pacific. 

In the 1980~1990s, the decadal change present the pattern of the warming of 

upper layer and cooling in the upper thermocline, due to the increased downward 

surface heat fluxes from increased GHGs and upward Ekman pumping velocity and 

shoaling of the thermocline due to anomalous winds in the tropics (Han et al, 2006). 

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/monitoring-references/faq/anomalies.php
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At 35~45 N, the strong cooling in 1970~1980s and warming in 1980s~1990s indicates 

the variation of Kuroshio Extensions. 

 

 
Fig. 4.1 WOD2013 zonal mean decadal temperature trend in the Pacific Ocean. Upper: 

whole basin; middle, Western Basin (120E~160W); bottom: Eastern Basin 

(160W~60W). 

4.3.2 Inter-Annual variation of heat content in Upper Tropical Pacific  

The time series of heat content in Tropical Pacific (Southern ocean not 

included) from surface to subsurface or deeper were calculated using ORAS4 

reanalysis data as 6 layers in the tropical Pacific (20S-30N): 100m, 200m, 300m, 

500m, 700m and 2000m. From reanalysis data, the ENSO related heat vertical 

redistribution is found to have taken place through late 1950‘s to 2010 (Fig 2a). Argo 

documented the ENSO related heat redistribution between surface (0-100m) and 

subsurface (100-500m) before the 2009 La Nina (Roemmich and Gilson, 2011). 

However，before 2000，the heat content redistribution between surface(0-100m) and 
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subsurface(100 to 500m) shows different trends and the synchronism of OHC 

variations are inconsistent, including magnitudes and phase lag and leading of the 

OHC variation (Fig 2a). This indicates that the exchange of heat on the vertical 

dimension may have happened at different depth, and 100m might be not the best to 

represent the boundary between surface and subsurface layer of the tropical ocean. 

Results show that the OHC in the 100-200m plays an important role in the 

annual variation (Fig 2b). In tropical Pacific Ocean (10oS~10oN), the heat content of 

0-100 and 200-300 layer shows negative correlated (correlation coefficient r = -

0.8044), and OHC between 0-100m and 100-200 (r= 0.1026), or between 100-200m 

and 200-300m (r=-0.2457) were not well correlated (Fig 2b). Correlation analyses 

were also carried out to check the rationality to take 300m layer as the boundary. 

Results showed that the negative correlation with the 0-100m OHC reduce with the 

increase of depth (r =-0.6764 and -0.6075 for OHC200-500, OHC200-700). The heat 

content anomaly of 0-100m layer and 200-300m layer cancels each other out, resulting 

in the OHC of 100-200m layer dominates the upper 300m OHC (correlation 

coefficient between OHC 100-200m and 0-300m is 0.9481). During the 4 major El 

Nino events from 1980 to 2000 (positive phase PDO), strong cooling took place in the 

100-200m layer, leading to OHC variations were several times larger (even one 

magnitude larger) than that of the 0-100m, or 200-300m layer(Fig2b,c). The upper 

ocean (0-300m) loses heat when the surface layer (0-100m) is anomalously warm, 

shows the same characteristic as that in Argo documented (Roemmich and Gilson, 

2011).  
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Fig. 4.2 Time series of OHC in the Tropical Pacific Ocean (from 10 

o
S to 10 

o
N). (a) 

Surface layer (0-100m) and subsurface layer (100-500m); (b) Time series of OHC the 

0~100m, 100~200m, 200-300m in Tropical Pacific (from 10 
o
S to 10 

o
N) 

 

According to ORAS4 reanalysis data, the redistribution actually happened all 

the time and in the surface 300m. OHC inter-annual variations in the surface layer of 

0-100m and 200-300m layer have opposite trend, related to the east-west tilting of the 

thermocline in the tropical Pacific (Roemmich and Gilson, 2011). The OHC of the 
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100-200m has decadal variation besides the inter-annual ENSO related variation; this 

might be related to the change of shallow overturning cell (England et al, 2014). 

4.3.3 Variation of heat content in lower layer in Tropical Pacific 

For the lower layer (300-2000m) in tropical pacific, the OHC time series were 

analyzed using EEMD, to decompose the decadal variation. In contrast, the same 

analyses were carried out for the OHC time series in the upper layer (0-300) at the 

meanwhile (Fig 3, 4, 5). In the equatorial Pacific, OHC variation of the upper layer has 

large magnitude inter-annual change, especially the strong cooling during the 4 El 

Nino events between 1980 and 2000. The lower layer has the same phase of inter-

annual OHC change with the upper layer. However, the decadal change, including 

imf7, imf8 and the residual trend decomposed from EEMD analysis of the time series 

of the OHC (will add significance test if necessary), shows the opposite trend for 

upper and lower layer (Fig 3b). In 1980s -1990s, with warm(Positive) PDO phase, the 

upper layer lose heat while the surface layer (0-100m) gained heat and the global 

surface atmosphere temperature underwent strong warming , while the lower layer 

showed a warming trend and reached its peak in about 1990. In the two decades prior 

to this period, when PDO is negative, the decadal variation of the OHC of the upper 

and lower layers showed just the opposite condition. Although the decadal signal 

might have been limited by the beginning of the time series, an evident decadal 

vertical redistribution of OHC happed between upper layer and lower layer which also 

change warming/cooling phase with the PDO. 

In tropical Pacific Ocean, the isothermal surface of 12
o
C is used to derive the 

upper-ocean layer by many previous studies (Kessler, 1990; Capotondi and Alexander, 

2001; Qiu and Chen, 2011). To confirm the vertical heat distribution and the relation 
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between tilting of the thermocline in the tropical Pacific, the OHC for the upper layer 

above the 12
o
C isotherm and the lower layer to 2000m were analyzed. The decadal 

variation and pattern shows surprisingly consistent to that using 300 m as the ocean 

upper layer.  

For most of the Tropical Pacific, or even include part of the subtropical ocean, 

the decadal vertical heat redistribution also happened with a phase lag of about 10 

years (Fig4, 5). When the subtropical ocean is included (fig5), the magnitude of 

cooling of the upper layer is about twice of that warming in the lower layer during 

Positive PDO, indicating the heat flux to the atmosphere through air-sea interaction. 
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Fig. 4.3 OHC in the Tropical Pacific Ocean (from 10 

o
S to 10 

o
N): upper layer (0-

300m) and lower layer (300-2000m). (a), time series overlaid with EEMD 

imf7+imf8+residual trend; (b), EEMD imf7+imf8 of the OHC time series. 
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Fig. 4.4 OHC in the Tropical Pacific Ocean (from 10 

o
S to 10 

o
N) for upper layer 

(from surface to isothermal surface of 12
o
C) and lower layer(from isothermal surface 

of 12
o
C to 2000m). a, time series overlaid with EEMD imf7+imf8+residual trend; b, 

EEMD imf7+imf8 of the OHC time series. 
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Chapter 5 

VARIATION OF  RAPID INTENSIFICATION OF MAJOR TROPICAL 

CYCLONES IN THE WESTERN NORTH PACIFIC: A NEW INDEX AND ITS 

PRIMARY APPLICATION 

Compared to previous tropical cyclone (TC) studies that focus on the 

frequency of rapid intensification (RI), a new index (RITC) is proposed to measure the 

RI-level for category 4-5 TCs (Saffir–Simpson scale) in the western North Pacific. 

RITC is the maximum increase in the sustained-wind-speed per 24-hour during the 

lifetime of a TC. The results show that the PDO modulation of the interannual ENSO-

RI relationship is better represented with the new RITC than with the RI number. The 

interannual relationship between ENSO and RITC is strong and statistical significant 

in warm PDO while not significant in cold PDO, mainly attributed to the variation of 

zonal wind speed. On decadal time scales, the PDO‘s modulations of ENSO‘s effects 

on RITC are mainly attributed to the variations of upper ocean heat content and 

vertical wind shear. Our results have significant implications for the prediction of RI 

and long-term projections of major TC activity. 

5.1 Introduction 

Tropical Cyclones (TCs) are among the most destructive natural disasters in 

the world [Pielke and Landsea, 2008], especially major TCs [US Department of 

Commerce, 2006; Lander et al., 2014]. The rapid intensification (RI) of a TC, defined 

as sustained wind speed increases of at least 30 knots per 24 hours [Kaplan & 

DeMaria, 2003], is of vital importance to understand TC intensity change and 
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prediction [Kaplan & DeMaria, 2003; Elsberry et al., 2007; Kaplan et al., 2010; Jiang 

and Ramirez, 2013]. The intensification of TCs requires proper inner-core structure 

and interaction with atmosphere and ocean large-scale conditions [Gray, 1979; Price, 

1981; Kaplan & DeMaria, 2003; Cione et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2014]. Most major TCs 

(category 4 and 5 in Saffir–Simpson hurricane wind scale, defined by one-minute 

maximum sustained wind speed equals of greater than 113 knots, or 58 m/s) 

experience at least one RI process in their life cycle [Wang & Zhou, 2008]. The 

necessary environmental conditions for TC intensification and RI have been 

established to include warmer sea surface temperature (SST), higher low- to mid-

troposphere moisture and lower vertical wind shear [Kaplan et al., 2010; Jiang & 

Ramirez, 2013].  

The climatic modulation of the RI, such as the frequency and location of RI 

occurrences, is important in understanding the variations in major TC activity and in 

the prediction of TC intensity. The mean number of TC that experienced RI (TCNR) 

in El Niño years is significantly higher than that in La Niña years [Wang & Zhou, 

2008]. The interannual relationship between El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 

and RI Number (RIN) during the warm Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) phase is 

strong and statistically significant, while there is no significant correlation between 

ENSO and RIN on the interannual time scale during cold PDO phases [Wang and Liu, 

2015]. 

Ocean thermal control on RI of major TCs has significant implications for 

seasonal prediction and long-term projections of intense TC activity [Kaplan & 

DeMaria, 2003; Wang & Zhou, 2008]. The influence of the variations in the upper 

ocean heat content on the RI of TCs still need further study. Indicators, such as TCNR 
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and RIN, were adopted to study the frequency of RI. However, there is still minimal 

research addressing the level of RI and how the level of RI responses to the variation 

of dynamical and thermodynamic conditions. A new index to measure the level of RI 

should help add an additional dimension to the research on RI of TCs.  

In contrast to previous studies that focus on the frequency or number of RI, a 

new index for the RI of major TCs (RITC) is proposed. The new RITC is defined as 

the maximum sustained wind speed (MSWS) increase per 24 hours during the TC 

lifespan (Fig 5.1a). The study area is the main development region (MDR) of western 

North Pacific (WNP), which is defined here as 5–26°N, 122–170°E. Based on the best 

track data sets, the frequency distribution of RITC, time-series, and ENSO effects on 

RI were analyzed in this paper. We also studied change of the ENSO–RITC 

relationship on the interannual to decadal time scales, and its connection with 

subsurface warming, atmospheric dynamics, and thermodynamic conditions. 

5.2 Data and Method 

The 6-hour best track data is from Joint Typhoon Warming Center (JTWC) 

subset of the International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS) 

[Knapp et al., 2010], which is available online via: http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ibtracs. 

In this paper, the index for intensify of RI (RITC) is defined as the maximum 

acceleration of MSWS of major TC during 24 hr period of its lifetime (as shown in 

Fig 5.1a). The annual mean RITC is obtained from taking average of the RITC for all 

the major TCs during peak typhoon season (May-November) every year 1958-2013. 

The Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) is proposed by Wolter [1987], Wolter 

and Timlin [1998] to monitor ENSO based on the six main observed variables over the 

tropical Pacific, including sea-level pressure, zonal and meridional components of the 
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surface wind, sea surface temperature, surface air temperature, and total cloudiness 

fraction of the sky, available online: http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei/. 

The decadal variation of the Sea Surface Temperature Anomaly (SSTA) and 

Ocean Heat Content (OHC) in the upper 100m (OHC100) in Pacific Ocean is analyzed 

using ORAS4 reanalysis data sets [Balmaseda et al., 2013b]. Relative Humidify 

(RHUM), Vertical Wind Shear (VWS) and zonal components of the surface wind field 

(UW) is the 20th Century Reanalysis V2 data, provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL 

PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA, from their Web site at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/. 

The spatial and temporal variation of dynamic and thermodynamics conditions, 

including OHC, RHUM, VWS and wind field, were analyzed by Empirical 

Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Rapid Intensification Index for intense TCs (RITC) and its variations 

To demonstrate the physical meaning of RITC, Fig 5.1a shows the evolution of 

maximum sustained wind speed of 3 selected intense TCs. TC1979#24 (numbered by 

JWTC, similarly hereinafter) experienced a strong RI and took less than 3 days to 

achieve the peak intensity of 140kt and the TC1992#17 achieved the peak intensity of 

category 4 in more than one week without RI. TC1988#23 went through a weaker RI 

and peaked in about 4 days. The RIN for TC1988#23 and TC1979#24 both were 6 

according to Wang and Liu [2015] and Kaplan and DeMaria [2003], employing the 

intensify change threshold of 30kt/24h for RI. From the perspective of RIN, the 

intensity change of TCs might not have been fully represented. To better understand 

the dynamic and thermodynamic conditions that are favorable to the RI of intense TCs, 
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RITC was proposed here as the maximum wind speed increase per 24 hours during the 

TC lifetime. As shown in Fig 5.1a, the red bars represent the magnitude of RITC, 70kt, 

35kt, and 25 kt for TC1979#24, TC1988#23 and TC1992#17, respectively. RITC 

better illustrates the intensity change of the TCs. With a high RITC, TC can reach 

peak intensity in very short time, similar as TC1979#24, leaving little time for people 

in areas of impacts to response to potential damage. 

 

 
Fig. 5.1 (a) Time evolution of maximum sustained wind speed, RI and RITC for three 

Cat4&5 TCs, horizontal bars show RI processes, number of horizontal bars is RIN and 

vertical red bars show the RITC. (b) The frequency distribution of RITC for all the 

Cat4&5 TCs from May to November during 1958-2013. 

 

The distribution of RITC for all the major TCs is shown in Fig 5.1b. Less than 

5% of major TCs in the WNP have RITC of less than 30 kt, which means they do not 

experience RI during their lifetime. The RITC ranges from 20 to 90 kt, and the 

percentage increases from less than 1% for 20 kt to about 18% for 50 kt then decreases 

dramatically to 7%-8% for 60 kt and decreases to about 1% for 85-90 kt. 
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Approximately half of the major TCs have a RITC between 40-55 kt, and 25% RITC 

larger than 60 kt. 

The time series of the annual mean RITC shows a large interannual variability, 

especially in early 1970s, middle of 1980s and late 2000s (Fig 5.2a). The 7-year 

running mean shows a large variance, with a peak in the mid-1960s at 60 kts and a 

minimim at 40 kts in early 1990s. The TCNR shows large interannual and decadal 

variation but not a linear trend, which is consistant with Wang and Zhou [2008]. The 

decadal trend is different from those for RIN (Fig 5.2b), TCNR (Fig 5.2c). Although 

we use the same intensify change threshold as Wang and Liu [2015], the RIN time 

series is significantly different from their results (Fig 5.1b in Wang and Liu, 2015) in 

the late 1980s and early 1990s. Since a TC might experience more than one RI, the 

RIN should be larger than (no less than, at least) the TCNR, as shown in Fig 5.2b and 

Fig 5.2c. The time series of RIN in Fig 5.2b is more reasonable, compared to Wang 

and Liu‘s [2015] results. The ratio between RITC and the peak intensity (wind speed) 

ranges from 0.27 to 0.47 and shows the same interannual and decadal trend as the 

RITC (Fig 5.2d). 

The relationship between the annual RITC and the annual RIN, and the annual 

TCNR is not significant at 90% confidence level (Fig 5.2e and Fig 5.2f). This 

indicates that the control factor for intensity and frequency of RI is different. It is 

essential to consider both the variation of intensity and frequency of RI to improve the 

understanding of RI in a changing climate. 
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Fig. 5.2 The time series of the annual mean (a) RITC (kt/24hour), (b) RIN, (c) the 

annual number of category 4 and 5 TC (Cat 45 TC), and the annual number of TC that 

experience RI process (TCNR), (d) the annual mean of RITC/Max wind speed ratio. 

The thick gray lines denote five-year running mean. In (c), thick gray line indicates the 

7- year running mean of TCNR. Scatter diagrams between the annual averaged RITC 

and (e) TCNR, (f) annual RIN, the blue line is the linear regression. All data were 

during the peak TC seasons (May-November) in the WNP MDR for the period of 

1958-2013. 

5.3.2 ENSO effect on RI and PDO modulation 

The annual mean RITC is negatively correlated (r = -0.17) with the May-

November-averaged MEI and is not significant at the 90% confidence level (p-value = 

0.19). In a similar manner, the correlation between the annual mean RITC and MEI is 
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calculated (Fig 5.5). The significant (at the 90 % confidence level) negative 

correlation persists from the early 1970s to early 1990s, and turns into a positive 

correlation in the 2000s, showing a large decadal variation in the past decades. This 

could be related to the PDO modulation of the relationship between ENSO and RI.  

Three RI indices (RITC, TCNR and RIN) were used to identify the relationship 

between RI and ENSO, and the PDO-induced modulations of this relationship. In the 

light of previous study on PDO modulation of the RI variation [Wang and Liu, 2015], 

the correlation analyses were performed for both phases of the PDO. Fig 5.5 shows the 

decadal variation of the detrended PDO index. We use 1975-1999 as warm PDO phase 

period, 1958-1974 and 2000-2013 cold PDO phase period in following part of this 

paper. Figure 3 shows that an evident PDO modulation of on the interannual ENSO-RI 

relationship can be identified for all those three indices. The annual RITC in warm 

PDO phase is significantly negative correlated with the MEI at the 95% confidence 

level, whereas there is no significant correlation during the cold phase (Fig 5.3a and 

Fig 5.3b). The RIN and ENSO have a similar pattern of correlation, except the 

relationship is positive correlation and significant at the 90% confidence level at warm 

PDO phase (Fig 5.3c and 5.3d). The interannual relationship between ENSO and 

annual RIN is modulated by the PDO. The ENSO/RIN relationship is strong and 

significant during the warm phase of the PDO with a correlation significant at the 90% 

confidence level, while there is no significant correlation between ENSO and RIN 

during the cold PDO phase. This result agrees with Wang and Liu‘s [2015] assessment, 

although the RIN time series has been updated in the current study. For the TCNR, the 

difference in the relation with MEI for the different PDO phases is relatively small 

compared to that for RITC and RIN. Among all 3 indices, the RITC has the largest 
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change in correlation coefficient and the correlation significance level for different 

PDO phases. This indicates that the PDO modulation of the interannual ENSO-RI 

relationship is better represented with the new index RITC. It also suggests that during 

the warm PDO phase, ENSO‘s influence on the interannual variability of RITC is 

much stronger than that during cold PDO phase. 

To further identify the ENSO-RI relationship on longer (decadal) time scale, 

correlation analysis was carried out with the 7-year smoothed time series. There is no 

significant correlation between overall RITC and MEI on decadal time scale (r = 0.02, 

p-value = 0.89). However, Fig 5.3g and Fig 5.3h show the results for different PDO 

phases. The ENSO-RI relationship is modulated by PDO, with a significant (at the 99% 

confidence level) negative (positive) correlation during warm (cold) PDO phase. This 

suggests that influence ENSO exerted on the decadal variation of RITC is strong 

during different PDO phases, but the influence will change sign for different PDO 

phases, which might be related to the change of RITC controlling physical 

mechanisms.  
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Fig. 5.3 Scatter diagrams between the averaged-May-November MEI and (a, b) annual 

mean RITC, (c, d) annual TCNR and (e, f) annual RIN, and (g, h) between the 7-year 

moving smoothed MEI and annual mean RITC for the cool (left panel) and warm 

(right panel) PDO phase. The blue line is the linear regression. The correlation 

coefficient and the p-value for significant tests are labeled in subplots. 
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5.3.3 The effect factors of RITC variation  

To address the physical mechanisms responsible for the changes in the 

interannual and decadal ENSO/RITC relationship, the corresponding oceanic and 

atmospheric conditions associated with RI were explored using EOF analysis. The 

first principal component (PC1) time series and EOF1 of the SSTA, OHC100, VWS, 

RHUM and UW. Their PC1s are highly correlated with the MEI, with correlation 

coefficient of -0.97, -0.92, 0.91, 0.77 and -0.81 and statistically significant at the 99% 

confidence level. Their EOF1s account for 42.4, 41.5, 19.0, 16.9 and 23.8% of the 

total variance. EOF1 of OHC100, RHUM and VWS and time series of their PC1 were 

shown in Fig 5.6, with patterns consistent with that found by Wang and Liu [2015]. 

EOF1 of Zonal wind (UW) is characterized by the monopole located in the Western 

Tropical Pacific and the EOF1 of SSTA reveals a tongue pattern from central Pacific 

to Eastern Pacific (Fig 5. 7). 

To investigate the effects of the oceanic and atmospheric conditions that 

associated with the ENSO on the RITC for warm and cold phases, the correlation 

analyses between RITC and PC1 of the SSTA, OHC100, VWS, RHUM and UW in 

the MDR in WNP were performed for annual and decadal time scales. Fig 5.4 shows 

the correlation coefficients for those analyses. For the interannual variation, the EOF1 

of OHC100 reveals a positive correlation with RITC in both warm and cold phase, but 

not statistical significant at the 90% confidence level, indicating that OHC100 

contributes less to the interannual ENSO-RITC relationship change with the different 

PDO phase. The EOF1 of SSTA reveals a positive correlation (r = 0.35) with RITC at 

the 90% confidence level for warm PDO. By contrast, the correlation coefficient (0.17) 

for RITC and MEI in cold PDO is not statistically significant. Similarly, the 

correlation between the EOF1s of VWS (0.37), RHUM (0.38), UW(0.40) and annual 
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mean RITC in warm PDO is statistically significant above the 90% (95% for UW) 

confidence level, and much higher than that (0.05, 0.04 and 0.03 for VWS, RHUM 

and UW) in cold PDO phase, which is hardly correlated with RITC. So the 

atmospheric dynamic (VWS, UW) and thermodynamic (SSTA, RHUM) conditions 

contributed to the modulating the change of interannual ENSO-RITC relationship in 

different PDO phases, and the atmospheric dynamic factor (UW) may be dominant. 

 

 
Fig. 5.4 The correlation coefficient between annual mean RITC and averaged-may-

November SSTA, OHC100, VWS, RHUM and UW for 1958-2013, and for warm (+ 

denoted) and cold (- denoted) PDO phases, only show the coefficient for the 

correlation that is significant at the 90% or higher confidence level. 

 

For the decadal variation, the correlation between the EOF1s of SSTA (0.44) 

and annual mean RITC in warm PDO is statistically significant above the 95% 
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confidence level, and is hardly correlated in cold PDO phase. The EOF1 of OHC100 

in warm PDO is highly correlated with RITC (r = 0.65, p = 0.001), but has a small 

correlation in cold phase of PDO. The PC1 of VWS reveals negative (positive) 

correlation with RITC in warm (cold) PDO phase, significant at the above 99% 

confidence. During warm PDO phase, OHC100 dominants the decadal variation of 

RITC, while VWS dominants in cold PDO phase. These comparisons suggest that the 

thermodynamic factor (OHC100) and the atmospheric dynamic factor (VWS) play 

important roles in modulating the change of decadal ENSO-RITC relationship in the 

different PDO phases. 

5.4 Discussion  

Recent research shows [Kang and Elsner, 2015] a trade-off between intensity 

and frequency of TCs on a global scale, suggesting the importance of using indicators 

of frequency, intensity and activity together. For the research on RI of TC, RIN and 

number of TC that experienced RI have been used as indicators of frequency [Kaplan 

& DeMaria, 2003; Elsberry et al., 2007; Wang & Zhou, 2008; Kaplan et al., 2010; 

Jiang and Ramirez, 2013; Wang and Liu, 2015]. The RIN can reflect the RI intensity 

at certain extent but not complete (Fig 5.1a). A better understanding of the variation of 

RI and global warming‘s influence on RI requires new indicator for the level of RI. 

RITC is the maximum wind speed increases per 24 hours during the TC lifetime and 

describes the level of RI. Our results show that the RITC is independent from 

indicators of frequency, especially during the warm PDO phase (Fig 5.8).  

Results show that there is no statistically significant interannual relationship 

between the RITC and TCNR, and RIN (Fig 5.8b and 5.8d) in the warm PDO phase, 

indicating a different controlling factor for the intensity and frequency of RI. The 
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enhancement of the interannual RIN relationship in the warm PDO phase is attributed 

to the change of the environmental vertical wind shear [Wang and Liu, 2015]. On a 

decadal time scale, the change of vertical wind shear contributed to the ENSO-RITC 

relationship change. However, for the interannual ENSO-RITC relationship in 

different PDO phases, the variation of the zonal wind is dominant. This might related 

to the moving speed of TCs. Fig 5.9 shows the highly correlation of TC moving speed 

with the zonal wind speed in warm PDO phase. Lin et al. [2014] studied the 

intensification of super-typhoon Haiyan and concluded that a fast moving speed 

contributed to the RI of TC more than the warming of the upper ocean. We also 

noticed that the RITC is significantly related to TCNR (Fig 5. 8a) and RIN (Fig 5.8c) 

during cool PDO period. This indicates that the control factors for intensity and 

frequency of RI might be more similar during the cold PDO phase. 

The RI requires a large amount of latent heat energy to be efficiently extracted 

from the ocean upper layer [Wang & Zhou, 2008]. However, the wind stress pumps 

colder subsurface water to the sea surface, reduces the SST, and induces the cooling 

effect during TC intensification [Price, 1981, 2009]. The subsurface OHC thus 

become very important to depress the cooling effect and to the RI process [Holliday 

and Thompson,1979; Shay et al., 2000; Lin et al., 2008, 2009, 2014, 2015; Price, 2009; 

Pun et al., 2013;; Jin et al., 2015]. Wang and Zhou [2008] studied the annual TCNR 

and location of the RI on annual, intraseasonal, and interannual time scales in the 

WNP, focusing on the atmosphere conditions. Their findings suggest that the ocean 

heat content in the upper ocean can be a critical factor that determines the RI. The 

relationship between the RIN and tropical cyclone heat potential (TCHP) is not 

statistically significant for the interannual time scale [Wang and Liu, 2015]. Our 
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analysis also suggests that the annual mean RITC is not significantly correlated with 

the OHC in the upper ocean for the interannual time scale. However, on longer time 

scales, OHC100 dominates the RITC variation during the warm PDO phase, indicating 

that RITC can reflect the ocean thermal control of ENSO on RI of TCs, which has 

significant implications for seasonal prediction and long-term projections of intense 

TC activity. 

5.5 Conclusions 

RITC, a new index to measure the level of RI for major TCs, was proposed, 

Results show that RITC is independent from the indicators for IR frequency, 

especially during the warm PDO phase. The variations of RITC for strong TCs in 

WNP were studied using TC best track data from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center. 

Based on the new RITC index, the PDO-modulated ENSO effect on RI is 

studied on interannual and decadal timescales. Compared to the RIN and TCNR, the 

PDO modulation of the interannual ENSO-RI relationship is better represented with 

the RITC. The interannual relationship between ENSO and RITC is strong and 

significant in the warm PDO phase and not significant in the cold PDO phase. 

However, RITC is negatively (positively) correlated with ENSO in the warm (cold) 

PDO phase on a decadal time scale and is statistically significant at the above 99% 

confidence. 

The environmental conditions by which the PDO modulates the effects of 

ENSO on RITC are investigated. A correlation analysis reveals that VWS, UW, 

thermodynamic SSTA, and RHUM conditions contributed to the modulated changes 

of interannual ENSO-RITC relationship in different PDO phases. The contribution of 

upper ocean OHC is limited. The atmospheric dynamic factor UW‘s dominant role 
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might exist due to the high correlation between the UW and the moving speed of TCs. 

On decadal time scales, the upper ocean OHC (VWS) dominates the ENSO-RITC 

relation in the warm (cold) PDO phase. The thermodynamic factor (OHC100) and 

atmospheric dynamic factor (VWS) play important roles in modulating the change of 

decadal ENSO-RITC relationship in the different PDO phases. The specific physical 

mechanisms for this modulation need further investigation. 

 

 
Fig. 5.5 Ten-year sliding correlation between averaged May-November MEI index 

and the RITC during 1958-2013 (blue line), red dots indicate the correlation is 

significant at the 95% confidence level, black cross for the 90% confidence level. 

Thick gray line is the 15 year hanning smooth of the detrended PDO index. 
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Fig. 5.6 EOF1 of the May-November (a) OHC100, (b) RHUM, and (c) VWS during 

1958-2013 in the Tropical Pacific Ocean, and (d) time series of PC1s. The thick dash 

boxes denote the MDR in WNP. 
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Fig. 5.7 EOF1 of the May-November (a) UW and (b) SSTA during 1958-2013 in the 

Tropical Pacific Ocean, and (c, d) time series of PC1s. The thick dash boxes denote 

the MDR in WNP. 
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Fig. 5.8 Scatter diagrams between the annual averaged RITC and (a, b) TCNR, (c, d) 

annual RINs for the cold (right panel) and warm (left panel) PDO phase, the blue line 

is the linear regression. The correlation coefficient and the p-value for significant tests 

are labeled in subplots. 
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Fig. 5.9 The relationship between TC moving speed and the monthly mean wind speed. 

(a), Time series of the annual mean TC moving speed (red) for when the 

intensification peaks and the monthly mean wind(blue); (b) scatter plot for TC moving 

speed at intensification peak and the monthly mean wind(red line show the linear 

relation, correlation coefficient 0.57, p=0.001). 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The global warming hiatus is a period of slowdown of warming rate and 

relatively little change in globally averaged surface temperatures and since 1998. 

Trade wind and wind driven circulation variation and related heat redistribution to 

subsurface and deep layer in Pacific and Atlantic Ocean is believed to be one of the 

major mechanisms: internal variability of climate. However, what role has Indian 

Ocean played in global warming hiatus, since the warming hiatus is for global ocean 

which means all the global ocean basins should be included? What‘s the physical 

mechanisms for multi-decadal variability in global climate modes? How has the 

regional climate responded to global warming hiatus in western Pacifc Ocean? In this 

dissertation, we investigated the spatio-temporal variations of the Ocean Heat Content 

(OHC) to reveal the physical mechanisms of the global warming hiatus and the 

regional climate response in Western Pacific Ocean. 

6.1 Summary of the Main Results 

Three questions were addressed in this thesis (chapter 2-4) and the following 

provides a summary of the results. 

Chapter 2: Can ocean remote sensing be extended to subsurface and deeper layer 

to provide new data for ocean heat content research? 
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 A Self-Organizing Map Neural Network (SOM) was developed from Argo 

gridded data sets in order to estimate subsurface temperature anomaly (STA) from 

remote sensing data, such as SST, SSH, SSS.  

 In the Gulf Stream Path areas, the STA estimations from the SOM algorithm 

show good agreement with in situ measurements taken from the surface down to 700m 

depth, with a correlation coefficient lager than 0.8.  

 Sensitivity of the SOM, when including salinity shows that with SSS anomaly 

data in the SOM training process, reveal the importance of SSS information, which 

can improve the estimation of STA in the subtropical ocean by up to 30%. In subpolar 

basins, the monthly climatology SST and SSH can also help to improve the estimation 

by as much as 40%.  

 STA time series for 1993~2004 in the mid-latitude North Atlantic were 

estimated from remote sensing SST and altimetry time series using the SOM 

algorithm. 

Chapter 3: What’s role of OHC redistribution, both horizontally and vertically, 

in the mechanisms for global warming hiatus? 

 A meridional dipole has dominated the variation of the ocean heat content in 

the upper layer, and the warming in the upper layer of the Indian Ocean has been in 

―hiatus‖ since early 1980s. 

 Causal analysis method revealed that the warming in the southern subtropical 

Indian Ocean contributed to the pre-conditioning and warming in the southern and 

tropical Atlantic since 1980s.  
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 The Agulhas system contributed to the heat sequestration at the deeper layer in 

the Southern Ocean during the global surface warming hiatus period.  

 Global ocean and atmosphere form a closed loop, under the ―global ocean at 

play‖ wind and wind-driven circulation framework, explains the mechanisms and 

processes for the hiatus to occur under the global warming setting. 

Chapter 4: How the oceanic and atmospheric processes response to the global 

warming and hiatus in western Pacific? 

 The decadal variation of vertical OHC distribution in Western North Pacific 

were studied to reveal regional climate respond to global warming hiatus. An evident 

decadal vertical redistribution of OHC happened between upper layer and lower layer 

which also change warming/cooling phase with the PDO. 

 A new index for Rapid Intensification of Intense TCs (RITC), defined as the 

maximum wind speed increase and central pressure drop within 24 hour during TC 

lifetime, was proposed to study the variations of the TC intensity.  

 The PDO modulation of the interannual ENSO-RI relationship is better 

represented with the new RITC than with the RI number. The interannual relationship 

between ENSO and RITC is strong and statistical significant in warm PDO while not 

significant in cold PDO, mainly attributed to the variation of zonal wind speed.  

 On decadal time scales, the PDO‘s modulations of ENSO‘s effects on RITC 

are mainly attributed to the variations of upper ocean heat content and vertical wind 

shear. 
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6.2 Implications for Present-day Climate and Prospect for Further Research 

In this thesis, OHC was used as tracer to study the decadal heat redistribution, 

horizontal and vertical, in the ocean, and the possible contribution to global warming 

and hiatus, and to the multi-decadal climate variability. The proposed theory in 

chapter 3 summarizes all the known mechanisms on wind and wind-driven circulation 

that related to global surface warming hiatus, and identify the previously neglected 

Indian Ocean as one of the important contributors to the current hiatus through its 

meridional dipole mode and the Agulhas Current system. Thus, the global surface 

warming hiatus involves all the ocean basins. Although this study only partially 

explains the mechanisms and processes for the current hiatus, well-designed numerical 

models can provide further validations in the future. Moreover, we acknowledge the 

uncertainties resulting from data and method limitations, so this theory may not apply 

to previous hiatus events because of the unprecedented rate of warming due to high 

concentration of greenhouse gases. We also refrain ourselves from predicting how 

long the current hiatus will last and how it will end, given the aforementioned 

limitations and possible social consequences. How the accelerated wind and wind-

driven circulations will distribute CO2 and the resulting extra heat through the ocean 

interior is still a challenging issue. 

The regional atmosphere an ocean interaction and climate response to global 

warming and hiatus mainly focus on the subsurface warming and cooling, eastern 

trade wind weaken and intensify, and their impact on rapid intensification of tropical 

cyclone in western North Pacific. In recent years, TCs in Western North Pacific basin 

(WNP) have raised many concerns. Supertyphoon Haiyan made landfall with wind 

speed of 170 kts in November 2013 resulting in catastrophic destruction in Philippines. 

In July 2014, Rammasun, a category-4 equivalent typhoon, made landfall in its peak 
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intensity as the most severe typhoons to hit south China Coast in 41 years. It is worth 

mentioning that 8 out of the 11 typhoons developed in WNP were category-4 

equivalent or stronger (5 category-5 equivalent) supertyphoon in 2014 (Joint Typhoon 

Warning Center, JTWC). Results of chapter 4 explain the recent increase of the 

intense TCs in the WNP, and the high frequency extreme intensity of intense TC and 

in 1950s and 1960s during previous GWH. A return period of 60-65 year is proposed 

based on the analysis of GSAT, and high RITC and more intense TCs are expected in 

the coming decade, with great potential implications for life and property throughout 

the WNP coast and islands. 

Recent development of intense TCs in WNP shows an unusual sign for 

seasonality shift of TC in boreal winter and spring. Typhoon Hagupit, of which the 

maximum 1-minute sustained winds of up to 180mph, formed in December 2014. And 

an unusually intense early-season tropical cyclone and the most powerful pre-April 

typhoon on record in the western north Pacific Ocean, Typhoon Maysak formed in 

later March 2015 and reached an maximum 1-minute sustained wind of 160mph 

(according to Japan Meteorological Agency. National Institute of Informatics). This 

seasonality shift might be related to the decadal variation of dynamic and 

thermodynamic condition in WNP. Further investigation on this issue would improve 

the understanding of TC activities variation under a warming climate. 
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Appendix B 

NOTATION 

e  internal energy 

Q, Q


, SWQ ,
LWQ

LQ ,
SQ  

 Heat flux, influx at the sea surface, solar shortwave irradiance, net 

longwave radiation, latent heat flux and sensible heat flux 

W  mechanical work 

Cv  heat capacity 

T,  ̅, T’  temperature, climatology and anomaly 

H, AltH
 

 ocean heat content, OHC estimated from altimeter data 

    thermal conductivity of the fluid 

ρ σ  Density, volume per mass 

u, v, w  Current velocity 3 dimensional component 

T
T

v

k

C



  

 heat kinematic diffusivity 

V , v   three dimensional velocity,  horizontal velocity 

    Subscription a denotes vertically averaged terms 

    Subscription h denotes terms at the isotherm h = f(x,y,t) 

    Subscription D denotes terms at fixed depth of D 

 ̂  Hat denotes deviation from the vertically averaged term 

    Subscription plus denotes terms at bottom of  mixed layer 

 ̅  overbar denotes climatology terms 

    Prime denotes anomaly terms 

we  Ekman pumping velocity 

T  
 thermal expansion coefficient 

'Alt
 

 the sea surface height anomaly (SSHA) from satellite 

altimetry 

'thermal , 'salinity   sea level change due to thermal expansion, salinity 

change 
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'wind , 'wave   sea level change due to wind, wave effect 

 


